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Kirby rent question 
finally resolved 
By Tori Jo Wi!liams 
Staff Writer 
Rent problems in the Kirby 
Student Center which have 
plagued many student organiza-
tions and the Kirby Policy 
Board have finally been solved. 
The official statement of the 
motion passed by the Policy 
Board this week , states: Non-
.elated services (i.e ., tho.se pro-
vided for and managed by paid 
staff not under Kirby ('enter 
Budget or Service Fee, not on 
Student Service Fee) re.questing 
or using existing space in Kirby 
Student Center · be charged an 
annual rental for this space 
based on annual adjusted 
footage maintenance cost, as of 
July I , 1979. 
Translated, this means that 
any organization not receiving 
money from the Student Service 
Fee or any organization with 
paid staff \_1,'0uld have to pay an 
annual rental. 
The amount of rent that will 
be charged has· not as yet been 
established. 
According to Scott Swensor_i, 
chairman of the Kirby Policy 
Board, the groups affected at 
this time are the Council of 
Religious Advisors, MPIRG, and 
Marie Stevens' foreign student 
advisor's office. 
Swenson said that an assess-
ment would be carried out next 
year to determine if the exist-
ing office occupiers were using 
their space efficiently. 
At this time, there are two 
offices in the Kirby Student 
Center which are empty. 
The decision comes m on ths 
after the controversy of last 
fall , when several organizations 
were threatening to boycott rent 
payments if they were instated. · 
Threats of evictions and bar-
bershops flew fast and furious. 
lt was assumed at the time 
(October 1978) that the Policy 
Board would decide ·this "hot" 
issue within the ·next few weeks. 
The most debated issues at 
the time included criteria for 
receiving office space, 
determining who would pay 
rent, 
The rent plan was seen by 
Neale Roth, coordinator of 
Kirby Student Center and 
student activities, as an alter-
native "to having to increase the 
Student Service Fee. 
Several organizations stated 
that they would have to ask for 
increases in their Student Service 
Fee requests if they were to be 
forced to pay ren t. · 
Six months later, with little 
or no fanfare, the motion to 
. charge rent to certain groups 
for office space in Kirby Stu dent 
Center, was passed. 
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Regent . Goldfine accepted 
divestment petition Thursday 
By Sue Cook 
Staff Writer 
In an atmosphere charged \_Y ith 
emotion and an ticipation, 
SA President-Elect Howie Meyer 
presented University of Minne-
wta Regent Erwin Gold fine with 
a petitfon signed by 596 UMD 
supporters of South African 
divestment at a pro-divestment 
rally Thursday . ' 
The petition was drawn up in 
response to Goldfine ' s earlier 
charge that "not even SQO" 
divestment supporters could be 
found at UMD. Meyer said the 
names were collected in a three-
day period . 
Goldfine acknowledged the 
petition as an indication of 
stu dent participation, and he 
would see to it personally that 
each Regent reads the peti-
tion. " I also plan to bring it 
up to the Stu dent Concerns 
Committee, which I chair," he 
said . 
Goldfine said divestment is <1n 
issue of degrees. ' 'There are 
those who want us to pull out 
all at once and those who think 
we should pull out on a gradual , 
selective basis." 
"We can do more as stock-
holders than if we pulled out alJ 
the investments. What influen,;e 
would we have then?" Goldfine 
explained. 
According to Goldfine , " a 
great deal of time and tremen-
dous effort" has been put in 
by the Regents on the issue or · 
South African divestment. 
"Each month, each day, we look 
at various corpor.ations: we treat 
them all individually," he said. 
· "There is nobody more 
against the apartheid system 
than the Board of Regents of 
the University," Goldfine said. 
"And we're not going to do 
anything to support it or pro-
mote it. " 
Goldfine said the Universit/s 
total investments in South 
Africa are probably even larger 
than the $20 million figure 
previously cited. He said , "Our 
investments are within the top 
ten in the nation." ' 
Mobil , Phillips 66, Ford , 
General Motors, and Chase-Man-
hattan Bank (New York) were 
mentioned by Goldfine as being 
among the corporate holdings of 
the University ofMinne~ota. 
At the rally, Meyer said 
SA 's executive committee sup-
• ports South African divestment 
and "that will be the position 
of the executive committee for 
the rest of this year and all of 
next year." 
Meyer pointed out that six 
per cent of the population in 
South Africa controls 87 per 
cent o f the land and the blacks 
of South Africa are denied 
"self-determination, majority 
rule , universal education, health 
care, a balanced diet, and the 
rights to assemble or move 
within their own country." 
" It ·is against everything we 
believe," Meyer said. "I would 
like to see the University of. 
Minnesota withdraw all money 
from South Africij." 
Meyer said voting turnouJ. in 
this year's SA elections was 
. nearly three times that of past 
elections. "Students have a con-
cern for change . There are 
about 7000 of us and we want 
to have o ur voices heard about 
our concerns, beliefs, and how 
we want our money spen t ," 
Meyer said. 
Dennis O'Rourke, a member 
of the Committee for Libera-
tion of South Africa, said at 
the rally, in relation to South 
African divestment, the United 
States Jrns chosen a path of 
"denial , delusion, and com-
pr.omiseY 
"The United States is deluded 
into thinking the government of 
South Africa will change if 
just left on its own," O'Rourke 
said. 
He said the resolutions 
adopted at the last meeting of 
the University Board of Regents 
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To assert or not to assert 
By Bill Haider 
Staff Writer 
Last Monday , I attended an 
assertiveness workshop at the 
Normandy . As I prepared for the 
all-day session , I realized I really 
had no idea what the word 
assertive meant, and with that 
in mind , proceeded to the 
workshop to find its true mean-
ing. 
The asse rtiveness workshop 
was to begin at 8:30. I arrived 
early and found a seat in the 
last row . An atrractive young 
woman came in and walked 
toward the head table. l thought 
it might be a good idea to intro-
duce myself· and to try to get 
some background information 
about the day's events. She 
introduced herself as Suzy 
Thomas and told me that 
she was the instructor for the 
assertiveness workshop. As I 
walked back to my chair in the 
last row , she mentioned to me 
that sitting in the last row was. 
not being very assertive. I 
gathered my belongings and 
moved directly to I the front 
row . 
The assertiveness workshop 
attracted 31 people . Most were 
people who worked for busi-
nesses in the area and wanted 
somethi"ng tangible to bring back 
to their respective businesses. 
Thomas introduced her$elf to 
the entire group and then asked 
each one of us to introduce our-
selves and briefly explain why 
we were ~ttending the assertive-
ness workshop. 
Questions such as How many 
of you know what it is to 
exhibit assertive behavior? and 
Are you an assertive person/) 
were asked and answered. 
Assertive behavior is behavi_or 
which enables a person to act 
in his/ her own best interests, 
to stand up for he rse lf/him-
self without undue anxie t¥ , to 
express his&her honest feelings 
comfortably, or to exercise his/ 
her perfect right without in-
fringing-upon rights of others. 
Thomas feels that women are 
less assertive than men because 
of the way society has molded 
their roles. A perfect example 
of this role playing in society 
is the·dating system .. 
Dating usually• star.ts during 
high school. The male is most 
likely the initiator. He must call 
the girl and then ask for a date .. 
Although this is changing in 
view of today's so-called equal 
rights issues, it is still prevalent. 
Thomas then stated th:it we 
must all share the responsibili-
ties of dating and relationships. 
. Socially , males are expected 
to be aggressive , independent , 
and logical, whereas females are 
expected by society to be 
dependent , passive, and , of 
course, sensitive. 
As the day progressed, I felt 
myself becoming more aware of 
Thomas' motives. She wasn"t 
trying to lay any new material 
on us. All she was trying to 
point out was we all can be 
more assertive · in our everyday 
lives. 
The~ was a break at noon for 
lunch . 
After lunch, Thomas gave a 
brief summary of the morning 
session and then started the 
afternoon session. Thomas was 
an excellent storyteller. She 
used her own personal experi-
ences as examples of when she 
had not been assertive. 
One example familiar to most 
people is waiting to see the 
doctor. Sometimes we wait 
disrobed and freezing to death 
for hours before we are finally 
able to see the physician . 
Thomas fee ls that we should 
not be so passive when we feel 
that we are being pushed to our 
limit , as we are sometimes 
pushed waiting to see busy 
doctors. 
Thomas then handed out a 
list of the basic tenets of assert-
ive philosophy . 
Basic Tenets of an 
Assertive Philosophy 
1. By standing up for our 
rights we show we respect our-
selves and achieve respect from 
other people. 
2. By trying to govern our 
lives so as to never hurt anyone , 
we end up hurting ourselves and 
other people. 
3. Sacrificing our rights 
usually results in destroying 
relationships or preventing ones 
from forming . 
4. Not letting others know 
how we feel and what we think 
is a form of selfishness. 
5. Sacrificing our rights 
usually results in training other 
people to mistreat us. 
6. I f we don't tell other 
people how their behavior nega-
tively affects us, we are denying 
them an opportunity to change 
their behavior_ 
7. We can decide what's 
important to us; we do not have 
to suffer from the tyranny of 
the should and should not . 
8 . When we do what we 
think is right for us, we feel 
better about ourselves and have 
more authentic and satisfying 
relationsltips with others. 
9 . We all have a "f"jltural 
right to courtesy and respect. 
I 0. We all have a right to 
express ourselves as long as we 
don't violate the rights of 
others. 
l l . There is more to be 
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are either not far-reaching Multinational corporations 
enough or impossible to carry from the United States and 
ou t in South Africa. "Could it other Western countries have 
be that the Regents of the an "exploitative t;ffect" in South 
University of Minnesota are Africa, Wanyama said. 
compromising our values?". Wanyama said the moral 
O 'Rourke said . integrity of the people in the 
B~rtholomew Wanyama, a United States is doubted, "par-
second-year student from - ticularly in relation to Africa." 
Kenya in the School of Social If the Regents of the Univer-
Development, said the Sullivan sity do not change their posi-
Principle (monitoring invest- tion concerning divestment in 
ments to see that they are not the very near future, Wanyama 
used to promote the apartheid said, "it will be very difficult 
system) adopted by the Uni- to believe in their support of 
versity is a smokescreen. " If human rights." 
it [ the Sullivan Principle] has to W any am a said foreign 
.. be implemented in the absence students and American students 
of j ustice, it is not authentic. alike should share the same 
In South Africa, there is no responsibility , that of "trying 
justice ; so the Sullivan Prin- to influence some changes in the 
ciple is not authentic," Wan- _ corporate policies of the Uni-
yama explained. · versity of Minnesota." 
Students attend 
model U. N~ 
By Michele D. Howlett 
Staff Writer 
Six UMD students at tended 
the Third Annual Arrowhead 
Model United Nations Confer-
ence to hear Ambassado r Ilkka 
Patinen, from Finland , and to 
discuss world issues. 
April 19-2 l , Jeffrey Brown, 
Joey .Agor and Gabriela Gold 
represented Columbia; Brad Gus-
tafson, Valerie Davidson and 
Karla Strombeck acted as dele-
gates from Guyana. All six are 
members of the United N ations 
Association on campus. 
Thursday afternoon, more 
than 55 ·students from Minne-
sota, Michigan, Wisconsin , 
· Ontario and Saska tchewan met 
for the General Assembly at 
Lake Superior S tate College in 
Sault Ste. Marie , Michigan, with 
head delegates from each' 
country making opening state-
ments. 
Later, the assembly broke up 
into three committees (political 
security, economic and social, 
and humanitarian) · to discuss 
• 
proposals that each delegate had 
spent many hours researching. 
Brown, presiden t of UMD's 
Po litical Science Club, was a 
member of the political security 
c.ommit tee. He said , "We dis-
cussed proposals on arms sales, 
terrorism , the Middle East crisis 
and the independence of Puerto 
Rico." 
The economic and social 
committee went over proposals 
concerning energy, fin ancial 
responsibility during sociological 
disasters (e .g., oil spills) , and 
economic development among 
nations. 
The humanitarian committee 
reviewed human rights in Cam-
bodia and Nicaragua, human 
rights regarding emigration and 
political prisoners, and the treat-
ment of refugees. 
Thursday evening, the Gen-
eral Assembly reconvened. Am-
bassador Patinen spoke on major 
issues, which had been brought 
before the various committees. 
All day Friday , the commit-
UN to3 
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Society plays role in changing female sexuality 
By Kathryn E. Larson 
Staff Writer 
"Although the topic of 
women's sexuality is more 
openly discussed today than ever 
before, double standards still l 
exist," Jean Olson, a psycho-
therapist who counsels individ-
uals and couples in the .{rea 
of sexuality , said Tuesday in the 
lunchbag seminar "Women's 
Changing Sexuality ," sponsored 
by the UMD Women' s Task 
Force. 
Scientific studies have shown 
that sexual behavior is learned. 
"Because it is learned, it is 
important to look at the dif-
ferences for men and women 
concerning sexual behavior," 
said Olson. 
"According to what society 
teaches, a 'bad boy' is generally 
one who steals cars, breaks 
windows, masturbates, or is 
mean to girls, while . a 'bad 
Girl' is one who is sexual." 
"Boys who are sexual 
are just being boys, while girls 
are promiscuous," she added . 
Both men and women are 
affected by standards and 
assumptions made by society. 
"The fact that women reach 
their sexual prime later in life 
than men has .a lot to do with 
the idea that women who have 
sex without a relationship are 
bad," Olson said. 
Also, the assumption that 
men don't care about relation-
ships in the same way as women 
do is just ::i.s great a loss for 
Statesman attains 
first place rank · 
The UMD Statesman has been 
awarded a first-place rating 
among college newspapers, the 
highest placing a newspaper can 
receive, by the Columbia 
Scholastic Press Association. 
The Statesman was particu-
larly cited for its photography, 
editorial stands, sports writing, 
copy handling, and innovative 
Section B. 
The CSPA uses about 80 
persons from 25 states to judge 
submitted newspapers. The 
Statesman issues judged ranged 
from Sept. 1978 to Jan. 1979. 
In content/coverage category, 
the newspaper received 196.5 
of a possible 225 points; 392.8 
of 425 in writing/editing; 268.2 
of 300 in design/display; and 
45 of 50 in special credit. The 
final point total was 902 .5 
of 1000, or 52.5 points more 
than needed for a first-place 
rating. 
men," Olson added . 
Societal roles for both men 
and women have an effect on 
sexual b..!havior. "Women are 
expected to be passive , pretty , 
and submissive, while men are 
expected to be sex machi11es," 
Olson said. 
"Unfortunately, it is more 
difficult for a male to perfom1 
if not interested .in the sexual 
act, because erection is expected 
through our learning," she said . 
Olson stated that men are 
more limited in their roles. 
"l t is more acceptable for a 
woman to be strong and inde-
pendent than for .a man to be 
dependent and passive," 
"Set roles cause waste on 
both sides, the biggest losers 
being those who can't cross 
over," she added . 
Olson stressed the importance 
of discussing roles and expec-
tations in sex education : "1 
think the most important thing 
to talk about is the feelings 
associated with sexuality , not 
the nuts and bolts and body 
· parts." 
"The more choice and 
options people have concerning 
sexuality, the more OK we will 
be with ourselves," she added . 
Olson also · discussed how 
information and attitudes 
concerning orgasm haye 
changed. "It used to be that 
'nice women' never had or-
gasms, and if she did , she didn't 
enjoy it. Then · women dis-
covered that they could , then it 
was always, then multiple, and 
then it had to be mutual." 
" At first men had to worry 
about giving their partner an 
o rgasm, then several. Now many 
men and women believe that 
they must attain orgasm simul-
taneously, which is a waste of 
time," Olson added. 
Olson stated that misinfor-
mation, as well as role expec-
tations, can lead to disappoint-
ment for both partners. "Some 
of the best infonnation avail-
able is .published in women 's 
magazines, while many other 
sources are quite inaccurate. 
especially pornography ." she 
said. 
"Many confuse sexuality with 
intercourse . People can get along 
without sex , although some sort 
of closeness is necessary," Olson 
said. 
UN from 2-----------------------------
tees were in session, and Friday 
night political caucuses 
demanded their immediate 
attention, or so the messages 
said. The caucuses turned out to 
be nothing more crucial than 
parties for the delegates. 
Brown said , "the Model UN 
seemed very real, just like the 
UN in New York . In fact , the 
sponsors of the Model UN set 
up the kidnapping of an Israel 
delegate and sent a Jetter to the 
political security committee, 
stating the Palestinian Liberal 
Organization had captured him. 
• 1 ... 
A few hours later the delegate 
reappeared ." Brown said, "this 
happens all the time in New 
York." 
Brown also said , "the United 
Nations Association on campus 
is a member of the Duluth UN 
branch, which is part of the 
US branch. The UNA, a student 
group, serves as an in forming 
body concerning global issues. 
This is the first time the UNA 
has sent delegates to a Model 
UN." 
The six students who 
attended the conference 
researched their proposals 
without . receiving credit or 
support from UMD's faculty . In 
fact , they were unable to find 
a faculty member to serve as 
an advisor for the conference 
and, breaking the conference 
rule, the studen ts took along the 
treasurer of the Duluth UN 
branch, instead of an advisor 
from the campus. Luckily, this 
violation was not discovered at 
the conference. 
Valerie Davidson said, "The 
UNA hopes to get more involved 
in Model UN issues in the 
coming years and hopes that 
the political science department 
will get more involved with the 
UNA." 
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Disco not lewd 
or immoral 
Dear Editor, 
For the past yea r, the States-
man has been addressing the 
subject of "Disco" with poor 
journalistic practices- extreme 
narrow-mindedness, ignorant 
statements, and biased reporting. 
Hopefully, this letter will 
educate the Statesman's staff, 
the ADAA, and all others who 
don't understand the difference 
between cliche and real Disco. 
The lewd, provocative and 
immoral scene that TV and 
movies have exploited Disco to 
be is far fro m what Disco really 
is. It is a new and excit ing form 
of entertainment that has raised 
people to their feet and has 
given them a form of music and 
dance that all can enjoy and 
participate in instead of sitting 
around on dead center in an 
inebriated state with blaring 
no ise . 
Disco has created a new 
· interest in the world of dance. 
It is no t flailing your body 
around . as the 25 5 F ree-U 
Disco Class members will agree . 
Disco dancing is much more. 
Disco couples' dancing, known 
as "hustle," requires grace, 
coordination, concentration, 
physical fitness, and practice 
just like any other 'sport. Manv 
The wildwood weed goes big time. 
This week , taxpayers of America, the Secret Servjce 
will use your money to install a sophisticated security 
system in a private home in Arlington, Virginia, where 
Jeff Carter, son of President Jimmy, goes to "listen to rock 
music and smoke dope." This story first appeared in the 
Washington Post, and went on to say that Secret Service 
agents who guard young Carter (he's 26) and his wife, 
Annette, were uncomfortable about being in the same 
house where marijuana was being smoked. The security 
system will allow the G-men to monitor the home from a 
van outside. 
Now hold on a minute! What if some mellow toker, in 
a rage of THC pollution, decides to attack Jeff Carter and 
bite off his ear lobes? Will the Secret Service be able to 
throw down their bologna sandwiches and race into the 
house in time to sto_p this vicious assault? We think not 
It obviously would be a lot easier if Jeff and Annette were 
just like everybody else and drank beer when they went 
cruising in Arlington. Very few agents are uncomfortable 
about being in the same house where beer is consumed, 
rumor has it. 
Let's hope that Bill Proxmire gets out his Golden Fleece 
Award for frugal waste of tax money and throws it in the 
Secret Service's lap. After all , isn't there one gumshoe in 
their department who could stand three hours of Neil 
Young, Bruce Springsteen and smoky air? The boss could 
always wait back in the office to check for bloodshot 
eyes and easily induced daughter to make sure the agents 
weren't taking a few bongs. And since Annette and Jeff 
of the moves and dance steps 
have roots in jazz, ballet, and 
ballroom dancing. This has 
created a renewed jnterest,appre-
ciation, and awareness of what 
dance is and what it involves, 
both physically and psychologi-
cally. JAcK'N ~IU. waNT 
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are both old enough to sneak in the White House door, 
no one in the press would be any the wiser. 
In a related note, Bowie Kuhn , the commissioner of 
baseball, has failed to bridge the geperation gap again . As 
many of you will recall , Bowie was astounded when Jim 
Bouton revealed in "Ball Four" that major league base-
ball players drink heavily , look up young ladies' skirts, 
mimic homosexuals, and other wholesomely entertain-
ing things that most other people their age do. Kuhn told 
Bouton, "you must have been kidding! What could you 
have been thinking about?" 
Now Bowie has fined Bill Lee, the ecce.ntric (as they 
say) lefthander of the Montreal Expos for truthfully 
answering an interview question and admitting that he 
smokes pot . Lee could have gotten off the hook by telling 
investigators from Kuhn's office that he was misquoted. 
He refused , and was fined . Guess baseball players can't 
act like other young people, huh? 
So actually what we have here is a strange contradic-
tion of sorts. It seems it is ok for the president's kid to 
smoke dope, but we have to install a big security system 
to maintain his protection. It is also ok for a major league 
baseball player to light up , but he shouldn't admit to it. 
But_hold it. Isn't pot against the law? Yes, it is. These 
two stories, however, seem to point to its general 
acceptance. Hopefully , this acceptance will lead to a 
nationwide decriminalization plan which will eliminate 
harsh penalties fo r people who are in possession of a 
limited amount. 
It's been a long time coming . 
PeTeR Pl~R PICKQP A PQCK 
OF PICKteI> PQPPQRS .. JHQN 




LitiLe LAMB ... oo SHQ'S 
SUING Tl-le 
~T1UBe 
Not only has Disco renewed 
interest in the -world of dance, 
but also in the world of music. 
Disco music is essentially a 
refined and modernized form of 
jazz rock with its roots in big 
band, jazz, and Latin music. 
ANO NOW sHe~ DeMAND-
lNG HALF HIS COMMUNllY 
PROPeRTY, 
BABYW. 
Disc"O" has definitely had a 
positive effect on people, music, 
dance, and the entertainment 
·world. It has brought couples 
back together and allowed them 
to experience a very natural 
high from the enjoyment and 
satisfaction of creating new and 
unique forms of self-expression 
through dance. This is the true 
meaning-of Disco. 
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AL MEETINGS: May 9, 11 :00 a.m. 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND 
ECONOMICS 
Accounting-SS 102, 202, H 314 
Business Adm.-Chem 347, HE 203, 
MG 302, 306, ABAH 235, 445, 
H 490 
Business and Office Education-
SS 214, 220, 224 
Economics-ABAH 225 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Coaching Certification-PE 136, 
140 
Communicative Disorders-HE 30 
Elementary Education- HE 80 
Secondary Education-BohH 112 
He"alth Education-PE 136, 140 
Home Economics-HE 206 
Industrial and Technical Studies-
IE 221 (Ind) 
Industrial and Technical Studies-
IE 140 (Safe) 
Vocational Education-IE 115 






Recreation-PE 136, 140 
Special Ed ucat ion-Bo h H 1 04 
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 
Art-Tweed Lecture Gallery 
Oance-MPAC 49 
Music-BohH 90, H 222 
Theatre-MPAC 49 
COLLEGE OF LETTERS ANO 
SCIENCE 
Anthropology-ABAH 335 
Biology-LSci 160, 170, 175 
Chemistry-Chl!m 246 
Dental Hygiene (Den and OH)-
MG 314 
Eogineering-MWAH 191 






Humanities-H 403, 474, 480, 484 










POiiticai Science-HE 70 
Pre-Med Tech- LSci 175 
American Indian Studies-ABAH 257 
Occupational Therapy-LSci 175 
Sociology-ABAH 335 
Spanish-H 458 
Communication- ABAH 425 
Pre-Vat Medicine-LSci 175 
Urban Studies -HE 209 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL DEVELOP-
MENT 
Social Work-MWAH 187, major 
undecided in MWAH 191 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
Interdisciplinary Studies-H 464 
• : $2.00 
OFF 
• • • • • • • • • • This coupon worth • : ~2 off on any 
: family-size 15-inch 
or 
pizza . 
• • • • $1 off on any · 
double-size 13-inch pizza, 
thick or thin crust only. 
• 
UMD students with IDs 
No checks please! 
One coupon per visit. 
Void with any other offer. 
HAINES R.;>AO 
13atween Arrowhead 
and Miller Trunk 
• • • • • .. • • 
i· • • • • • • • • • t 
' .. 




Dr. Dwaine R. Tallent, UMD 
assistant professor of 
management in the School of 
Business and Economics, . has 
been named a winner of the 
Horace T. Morse-Amoco Foun-
dation Award for Outstanding 
Contributions to Undergraduate 
Education for 1979. 
Dr. Tallent is among seven 
U of M faculty to be honored. 
Each recipient will receive an 
award of $1000. Dr. Tallent 
will be recognized at UMD 
Commencement exercises May 
26 at the Physical Education 
Building. 
There have been 88 winners 
~ithin the University since the 
awards were \ larted 14 years 
ago. Sele.:t ion i~ made by a 
faculty-studrnt , ubcommittee of 
the a11-Un iver~ity Council on 
Liberal Education from 
nomt1ll'L'~ submitted by the 
colleges or Lhe University. 
Dr. Tallent, who is director 
of the Small Business Institute 
program, was recognized for 
coordinating the teams of stu-
dents who have acted as con-
sultants to small businesses in 
the area. He also initiated a 
program in which students tele-
phone business leaders around 
the nation for discUt5sion of 
pertinent issues; J:ie served as an 
adviser on the setting up of the 
annual computer-based business 
games ; he served as head of the 
Department of Business Admin-
istration during a great enroll-
ment surge ; and he has advised 
students and area businessmen 
in many other areas. 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
Have you checked to see if you qualify for the College Work 
Study Program this summer? If you do, then you have an 
alternative to boring summer jobs that pay the minimum wage. 
The Duluth Community Education Program is looking for 
energetic and highly responsible young men and women, who 
enjoy working with children, to 'staff our summer recreation 
program full-time, Monday through Friday (approximately 
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.). Contact the Financial Aids Office 
at UMD and see if you qualify for this rewarding op·portunity. 
. A job description will be posted at the Financial Aids Office 
with a lest of the various work sites. \ i 
~ ,,,~ ;~,-.~~;•11,-s~I 
Organic shampoo and condi· 
tioners, non-damaging perms, 
modern hair shaping. 
EDUCATION IS OUR 
r 
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Superb sustenapce for ladies and gentlemen of 
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Apply in the Statesman 
Office Kirby 118 
~ APPLICATION DEADLINE, May 7, 1979 
..,.j 
WATCH 1HE TASlJBUDS (IN ACTUAL COMMERCIALS) ON "SATURDAY NIGHT.LIVE/" 
-==~UIIISTA·TESMAN================~ 
Short Cuts 
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Abortion issue examined International Club events WDTH 103-FM 
The controversial abortion issue will be examined by 
Elizabeth Longfellow, executive director of the 
Abortion Co~nseling Services, Minneapolis, at 8 :00 p.m. 
Wednesday, May 9, in Kirby 250. 
. . . il Thursday, May 3, 5:00 p.m. Jorge ·Louisville Orchestra has made a The Internat10nal Adv1sary Committee· W 1 sponsor Bolet, well known for his perfo r- specialty of performing and com-
the spring quarter International Student Tea in Kirby ,mances_ of unusual romantic piano missioning new. works by modern _ repertoire, plays several such selec- composers. Tonight we hear one of 
Lounge from 2:00 to 4 :00 on Wednesday afternoon, tions tonight, as we present tran- these works, " Redes," by Silvestre 
May 9th All faculty staff and students are invited scrlptions, by Fra~z Liszt, of music Revueltas, under the direction of · • ' · by such operatic composers as Jorge Mestre. 
Longfellow, a volunteer and board member of The International Club will have a constitut_ional Donizetti, verd·i, and Wagner. 7:00 p.m. insight tonight Is a 
Pl d P · " · · F ·d M 4 1979 t 3 ·00 · th I t 11 :00 p.m. The Rio Grande two-part program. The first half Is anne aren thood , will speak on Freedom of Choice/ meetmg n ay, ay , a · p.m. m e n er- Band "Playin' for the Door" on entltl~d "Langauge Pollution," which 
Abortion Issues." national Lounge in Kirby. Mo.ondance tonight, with their inter- will be followed by "Minnesota 
Guitarist guest recital 
est1ng blend of rock, blues and Issues." 
Westernswing. 11 :00 ?.m. "Ladies Sing the 
Friday, May 4, 5:00 p.m. Elec- Blues" Is the LP featured tonight on 
tronic music is featured tonight as Moondance. 
The discussion , postponed from an earlier date , is 
sponsored by the UMD Women's T ask Force. The public 
~ invited to attend the free program. 
Lecture on computer 
we present a new recording from Tuesday, May 8, 5:00 p.m. 
D · 1 E 1 · 1 ·t · t d. 1 t f 1750 Arch reco rds of David Rosen- Karol Szymanowskl's "Concerto No . ame strem, c ass1ca gui an s an U e per ormer boom's "And out come the Night 1 for Violin and Ofchestra, Op. 35" 
from St Paul returns to Duluth this weekend for a Ears," as realized by Donald Buchla. is performed by Wanda Wilkomirska 
·. ' . UM , 7:00 p.m. Insight tonight brings with the Warsaw Philharmonic, con-
guest recital at 8 :00 p.m. Saturday, May 5, m D S you the program "The Modern ducted by Witold Rowicki. 
Dan Bergeron from the University of New Hampshire 
will be here May 3, Thursday , at 4 :00 p.m. in MWAH 
191 to speak on- "The State of the Art of Computer 
Graphics," aimed at the people who don't know much 
about computer graphics. The lecture is sponsored by 
the UMD Computer Club. 
Bohannon 90 Auditorium. Corporation and Soc!al Responsi- 8:00 p.m. Tonight baritone sans 
. . billty," at our new time, an hour virtuoso Pepper Adams is spot. 
Estrem will perform works by Bach, Albemz, earlier. lighted with his latest release, 
Dowland and other composers at the concert which is Satu~day, May 5, 3:00 p.m. "Julian," also featuring bassist ' Folk Migrations today features Doc George Mra;. 
free and open to the public. Watson from his Vanguard LP Wednesday,' May 9, 5:00 p.m. 
A · t t f ·t t H 1· U · s·t and "Home Again." · Jean Sibelius' Third Symphony is n ms rue or o gui ar a am me mver I Y 5,30 p.m. Jazz Alive! our NPR conducted by Paul Kletzki with the 
Augsburg and Macalester Colleges, all in the Twin program featuring live recordings of Philharmonia Orchestra, and Ger~rd 
· · · d · · S p I Th. today's finest jazz m11slcians in Schwarz leads a group of solo1Sts C1t1es, Estrem also practices entistry m t. au · IS concert and club settings, hosted by who specialize in avant.garde music 
Degree applicants checked is his second performance at UMD. Billy Taylor. in "Tei:,der Theatre F_llght Nageire," Sunday, May 6, 8:30 p.m. by Lucia Dlugoszewsk1. 
Canadian politics "Fibber Needs Glasses," on tonight's 7:00 p.m. Tonight "Brain Death" Marconi's Wireless Theatre. our series is the tHle of our public affairs pro-this months is "Fibber McGee and gram. It deals with various legal and 
Molly," a series that ran from 1935 moral aspects of death and dying. 
A listing of the names and honors of the degree 
applicants for the Academic Year of 1978-79 is now 
available for checking in the Registrar's Office, 104 
Administration Building. 
Th l.t . 1 ·t t' · C da will be the until 1952 11 :00 p.m. Moondance features e current po I ,ca Sl ua ton m ana Monday, May 7, 5:00 p.m. The the latest release by John Mayall, 
focus of a lecture by William F. W. Neville , professor of "Bottom Line." · 
Students are urged to check that they will be 
correctly listed ... they should do this as soon as pos-
sible as the Registrar's Office is working with the Prin t 
Shop at this time on the printing of the Commence-
ment Programs. 
Appli.cations being taken 
Applications are being accepted for more than 500 
senior Fulbright program awards for university lecturing 
and advanced research during the 1980-8 1 school year 
in more than 100 na tions. 
T. W. Chamberl in, UMD professor of geography, is 
the campus Faculty Fulbright adviser and has registra-
tion information . Appl ication forms must be requested 
from the Council for International Exchange of 
Scholars, Dept. F, Eleven Dupont Circle, Washington, 
D.C. 20036. 
Application requirements include : US citizenship, 
political studies at the U of Manitoba, at 3 :00 p.m. 
Wednesday , May 9, in the lecture room ofUMD's Tweed 
Museum of Art. 
Following Prime Minister Pierre T rudeau's action to 
dissolve the Canadian Parliament, the country faces new 
elections- an event which would have a significant 
effect on the United States and other countries. 
Neville, a prominent Canadian scholar, has au thored 
many articles on the Canadian political scene. Currently 
co-authoring a book entitled "Canadian Political Facts," 
he has also served as the executive assistant to the 
Leader of the Opposition in the Manitoba Legislature . 
The free lecture Wednesday is presented by the Office 
of International Programs and the Office of Special 
Programs at the University of Minnesota, Duluth. 
Deviant entertainment 
college or university teaching experience for those seek- Interested in a free ringside seat for chaos? -Join the 
ing lectureships and a doctorate or recognized pro- students of 3- D Design IO 12 as they present an evening 
fessional standing for research awards. For some awards, of truly deviant entertainment Sunday, May 6, at the 
foreign language tluency is required. Cove , Cabaret. The show begins at 7:00 p.m. and is 
Apptication deadlines are Ju ne 1, 1979 for American scheduled to conclude at midnight. -
Republic, Australia and Ne
0
w Zealand ; July 1, 1979 for Elements of the show will feature students of the 
Africa, Asia and Europe. - UMD School of Fine Arts and contributors from the 
community in a joint presentation of diverse art forms. Alcoholism to be discussed Hasen's Ltd. of Superior will present a progressive 
fashion sequence, and the Cove will join with Hickory 
Farms in sponsoring a complimentary wine and cheese-
tasting segment. 
Biological, psychological and social factors that 
influence alcoholism will be discussed at 8 :00 p.m. 
Tuesday, May 8, in a lecture at the !)MD Life Science 
175 auditorium. 
The speaker will. John A. Ewing, director of the 
Center for Alcohol Studies at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Ewing's multi-disciplin.ary 
research has made him an international authority. 
The lecture 'is free and open to the public. It is spon-
sored by the Duluth chapter of Sigma Xi, a national 
science organization and the University of Minnesota 
Office of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Programming. 
Review courses 
The show, entitled "Cerebral Compartment 3.1," is 
an experiment in selective perception . Admission is free , 
so come early to be sure of getting a seat. 
Chamber Players' concert 
The Chamber Players, the group of faculty 
performers from UMD's music department, will present 
the area premiere of the composition "North Shore" 
at 4 :00 p.m . Sunday , May 6, at th e Marshall Performing 
Arts Center. -
The chamber work was written by composer Stephen 
Review courses for the Certi fied Public Accountant Paulus and poet Michael Dennis Browne, both from 
md Certificant in Management Accounting examina- Minnesota. It will be performed by soprano Barbara 
tions will be held at UMD beginning May 30. McCutheon ; Allen Downs, bass; the University Chorale, 
The classes each Wednesday night at Social Science directed by Downs ; and the UMD Chamber Orchestra 
Building, Room 200, will run th rough October, conducted by David E. Price, head of UMD's music 
including writing parts of the examinations during the department. 
last two sessions. Also on the evening's program is a piece by Francis 
The courses are sponsored by the Department o f Poulenc, which ·will be performed by the group's North-
Accounting, School of Business and Economics and the winds Quintet, assisted by pianist Terrence Rust. 
UMD Continuing Education and Extension office in "North Shore" focuses on events that sorrounded 
cooperation with the Lake Superior chapter, National Lake Superior in the past as well as those that occurred 
Association of Accounting. not too long ago- from the voyageurs to the t ragic 
Coordinating the courses are Dr. Philip L. Friest and sinking of the Edmund Fitzgerald in a November gale. 
Robert E. Curtis. Three other UMD accounting faculty The composition was dedicated to distinguished 
members plus special lecturers will participate. historian and authoress Dr. Grace Lee Nute, retired 
The fee for either course is $300. Application forms curator of manuscripts for the Minnesota Historical 
are available at the CEE office, 403 Administration Society iri St. Paul. 
Building at UMD. 
Weekly calendar of events 







Geology Seminar LSci 
185 
Student MEA K 323 
SOS Week Casino 
Cafeteria 
Young Life K 311 
Einstein Celebration 
lectures LSci 185 
7 :30 Phi Alpha Theta K 333 
















Soc. Dev. Search Com. 
K 335 
HYPER K 311 
Arrowhead Reg. Lib. 
Reps. K 323 
Region 7 Music Cdntest 
Rafters, Ball room 
MPIRG speaker 
"Northern Thu nder" 
Kirby Lounge 
Sea Grant Program 
K 333 
lntervarsity K 301 
AAUP K 323 





NWAF Grant Meeting 
K 335 
KPB Film "Goodbye 
Mr. Chips" Boh 90 













Informat ion Center 
MWAH 386 
Newman Assoc. Mass 
K 311 
MPIRG Square Dance 
Ballroom 
SUNDAY, MAY 6 A.M. . 










Bike Race Reg. Midway 
Or. Prk. Lot 
Lutheran Worsh ip 
K 250 
Newman Assoc. Mass 
Boh 90 
SA Awards Reception 
Rafters 
Gamma Sigma Sigma 
Morther-Dallghter Tea 
Bull Pub 
SA Awards Banquet 
Ballroom 
"A Garden Variety 
Star" MWAH Plane-
tarium 
MN Chamber Players 
Music Scholarship 
Benefit Concert MPAC 
KPB Film "Goodbye 
Mr. Chips" Boh 90 









Personnel Office K311 
Soc. Dev. Search Com. 
K 351 















lntervarsity K 301 
Staff Dev. Com. K 102 
Supportive Services 
K 333 
lntervarslty K 301 
SA Orientation K 250 
Lutheran Campus 
Ministry K 1 02 
Film "The American 
Woman: Portraits of 
Courage" HE 80 




Personnel Office K 311 
Soc. Dev. Search Com. 
" K 335 
9 :00 Staff Dev. Com. K 102 












Sea Grant Program 
K 333 
French Table K 351 
Women's Task Force 
K 102 
Co m. on Minorities and 
Women K 323 
Nathaniel Pallone, Hill 
Visit ing Po rf. Bo h 120 
Chemistry Seminar 
Chem 246 
CRA "To Pray or Not 
To Pray" K 333 
AAUP K 250 
Intramural Bocce Ball 
Kirby Terrace 
6:00 KPB K 311 
6 :30 J Board K 323 
6 :45 lntervarsity 
7:00 SIMS K 333 
























Soc. Dev. Search Com. 
K 333 
Co m. on Minorities 
and Women K 355 
MN State Ind. Scholar-
ship Com. K 351 
Admissions K 250 
WING K 355 
SA Open Forum 
Kirby Lounge 













Gamma Omicron Beta 
K 31 1 
Gamma Sigma Sigma 
K 250 
Sigma Phi Kappa 
Boh 343 
Alpha Nu Omega K 323 
Alpha Phi Omega 
K 355·357 I 




KPB Film "Yellow 
Submarine" Boh 90 











Walls K 355 
SOTA K 333 
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Infant organization strongly Student groups . . 
advocates exposing corruption sponsor SOS Week 
Representatives of the Ameri-
can Citizens for Honesty in 
Government (ACHG) were in 
Duluth Tuesday to increase 
awareness of the group in the 
Twin Ports area. 
Dan Drury and Carl Scholten 
plan to establish contacts in the 
area. 
The group's slogan ("Honesty 
pays . .. up to $10,000") sterns 
from sponsorship by 'the Church 
of Scientology , and the $ 10 
membership fee. 
The group, which got its 
start last September, claims a 
national membership of 5000. 
The stated purpose of the 
ACHG is: To bring about a 
political reform, defense of 
individual liberty, and securing 
of individual privacy, with 
freedom from corrupt or dis-
honest officials. 
Cases involving corruption 
and waste ex tend to the state 
and local levels. 
Informants may remain 
anonymous if they wish, accord-
ing to the leaflet put out by the 
SA administration 
begins reorgahization 
By Tori Jo Williams 
Staff Writer 
Howie Meyer called a meet- involved with SA make more 
ing of student groups Wednes- efficient use of the student 
day evening. Represented were activities staff. The main sug-
members of several student gestion was to employ staff to 
groups, including the Student do busy work , such as research 
Association , Minnesota Public and typing of minutes: 
Interest Research Group, and The new leaders. of SA 
the Statesman, as well as Neale made a plea for students wil-
Roth, Kirby Student Center ling to work over the summer. 
and Student Activities coordina- They are hoping to have the 
tor. " framework of the new admin-
One of the first subjects istration completed by the time 
discussed was the use of sti- school starts in the fall. 
pends for motivation. Roth Roth stressed there should be 
suggested stipends be looked at cooperation , rather than compe-
in a new light: students who are ti.tion , among the groups. 
working in SA jobs are giving up Also brought up were changes 
other employment. Use of needed· in the SA constitution 
expense accounts was brought concerning election rules and the 
up , as well as academic credit need for open communication 
for working in SA. lines between the students and 
Roth also suggested students SA. 
group. Also included in the 
information· were several other 
ways to safeguard the identity 
of the informant. 
According to Drury, almost 
half of the calls received by the 
group in Minneapolis are crank 
calls. 
People seem to approach the 
ACHG because of the prohibi-
tive cost , of researching and 
documenting corruption. Many 
people approach the ACHG 
because they. can't fight City 
Hall alone any longer. Scholten 
said the major c9ncern of pri-
vate citizens seems to be 
e~osure of corruption, rather 
tfflm monetary rewud. 
"There are three 'hot' cases 
under investigation in Minnea-
polis ri_ght now," said Drury. 
Anyone interested in talk-
ing to Drury or . Scholten will 
be able to see them Friday 
outside of City Hall at noon. 
Assertiveness from 2----
gained from life by being free 
and able to stand up for our-
selves and from ·honoring the 
same rights of other people. 
12. When we are assertive 
everyone involved usually bene~ 
fits. 
"Most people attending the 
all day assertiveness workshop 
thought, as I did, that the 
workshop was beneficial as well 
as interesting. Anyone interested 
in becoming a more assertive 
person could enroll in Thomas' 
assertiveness workshop, which is 
an extension class at St. Scho-
lastica. 
· It is your decision , to be or 
not to be assertive. 
By Lisa McGregor 
Staff Writer 
If studying has you drag-
ging your feet and messing up 
your mind; ir you need an alter-
native to the same old Thursday 
night scene,- the SOS (Serving 
Other Students)-sponsored 
Casino Nigh t may be your 
answer. 
In addition to roulette, black 
jack, bingo and crap games, the 
featured highlight of the night is · 
the dunk tank . For a percentage 
of chips, the 'task of "spilling 
the celebrity" is yours. (Rumor 
has it Howie Meyer, new SA 
president, may be the tai:get, o r 
perhaps even Robert Heller, our 
esteemed provost may make a 
guest appearance for a quick 
bath!?!). 
SOS Week, which has been 
an annual affair for 10 years 
at UMD, is organized through 
Student Association (SA). Each 
day of the week has different 
events, with different organi-
zations in charge of planning 
planning. For example , Monday , 
a bakesale was held by the 
women faculty members. Tues-
day's main event was the sale 
and distribution of May Baskets. 
The baskets, filled with candy, 
flowers and other assorted good-
ies, were sent around the campus 
area. This was organized by 
Circle K. 
Wednesday's events included 
a Bar-b-cue in Kirby Lounge, 
sponsored by the Panhel!enic 
Council ; an auction of items 
donated by Duluth businessmen 
and organized by Alpha N1;1 
·omega; 1.nd an Alpha Phi 
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~ Without ~ur help, , ~ I we can't afford to win. I 
~ Make tax-deductible check payable to U.S. Olympic, ~ = P.O. Box 1980-P, Cathedral Station, Boston, MA 02118 = 







THE UNIVERSITY OF MINN ESOTA IS AN 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EDUCATOR & EMPLOYER. 
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Omega disco night in Kirby 
Ballroom. 
Thursday's festivities, in addi-
tion to Casino night, include a 
pie-eating contest in Kirby 
Lounge at 12 noon. I Phelta 
Thi is in charge of the contest. 
Also, a cakewalk, sponsored by 
the Sociology-Anthropology 
Club will be held in Kirby 
Lounge . In the afternoon, an old 
time photograph duplicator 
be set up for display. For a fee, 
pictures will be taken and 
developed for anyone interested. 
The photography is sponsored 
by the Art Guild. 
A high turnout for Casino 
Nigh t is hope-for Thursday 
night, said Gloria Dahlberg, the 
organizer of SOS Week. Plans 
for the week's profit are not 
certain, but possibilities include 
funding a student recreation 
center. All profits will go toward 
some type of student activity. 
"The money will provide 
some type of service that other-
wise the students would have to 
do without," said Dahlberg. 
If you're feeling a little lucky, 
and if you need a break from 
studying or the old humdrum, 
stop by Kirby Cafe from 5:00 
to 9:00 p.m. and get in on a 
little of the ·fun . Remember, 11 
is going toward a good cause-
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Sports 
Bulldogs. won't _get a 
dome, but will end 
NIC season Saturday 
By Chris Miller 
Staff Writer 
Abner Doubleday didn't in-
tend for the NIC to play baseball 
until every school could build 
a domed stadium. 
Well, if Minneapolis.St. Paul 
can't build one, you can't expect 
Duluth and Moorhead and 
Bemidji and the other con-
ference teams to construct one . 
And the UMD baseball could use 
some dome action. 
Consider, if you will, this 
week's fiasco: The Bulldogs 
went to ~oorhead, which is 
currently in Atlantic country, on 
Monday night in preparation for 
a Tuesday doubleheader. They 
came back to Duluth Tuesday 
afternoon after being rained 
out. Believe me, there is nothing 
pleasurable about taking a scenic 
cruise to Moorhead for nothing. 
And last weekend, the Bull-
dogs dropped two heartbreaking 
doubleheaders to Minnesota-
Morris in winterlike tempera-
tures. 
At any rate, UMD will close 
out the NIC season with twin 
bills Friday and Saturday at 
Southwest State ; the Dogs then 
conclude their abbreviated 
schedule by hosting UWS next 
Wednesday. 
Against Morris, thirigs started 
the Bulldogs' way in Friday's 
initial game. They held a 3-1 
lead going into the top of the 
seventh before the Cougars got 
to Bulldog ace Lee Kolquist. 
Morris scored three runs before 
reliever Scott Holmen snubbed 
the rally , and the Bulldogs were 
down 4-3 entering the last of 
the final inning. With one out, 
Pete Franz singled and Rob 
Fadness doubled him home to 
tie the score. 
In attempting to dodge some chin music, Jim Marudas hits the dirt. 
Then came the marathon . 
Both teams had great chances 
to score, particularly the Bull-
dogs, as the game wore on into 
l, 
the night.· UMD left seven 
runners on base in the six extra 
innings before they· finally 
dropped a 5-4 decision when 
Morris tallied in the top of the 
13th . 
Kolquist to compete in NCAA ~ourney The second game began at nightfall with the temperature falling below 32 degrees. Fresh-
man John Engen was on the hill 
for the Dogs, and he pitched . By Chris Miller 
Staff Writer 
Lee Kolquist, a jack-0f-all-
trades during the spring sports 
season, has been chosen by the 
CAA to compete in the NC AA 
Division II golf tournament 
ay 15-18 at the EL Maceo 
ountry Club in Davis, Cali-
omia. 
Kolquist has averaged 76 
trokes a round ; he was the 
edalist at the NIC 6olfChamp-
. nships last fall; and he is 
currently the top pitcher on the 
D baseball team with a 2-1 
cord and a 2.16 ERA. 
His teammate Rich Kirby, 
no went to the NCAA's last 
ear along with Larry Opatz, 
st missed being named by the 
ational committee; the 
ulldogs also just missed being 
amed as a team-0 tz, who 
,' ;: ,I' , on the 
uad. 1s 110 L in· ~dl no) this 
ar1 r, and that was t • reason 
e L lldogs , . .,w _ _.d out by 
right State tor a team spot 
om District IV. 
In the meantime, UMD will 
in Aberdeen, SD, for t.he 
orthem State Invitational 
omorrow through Saturday. 
meet will be a warmup for 
e NAIA qualifying, which is 
ay 10-11 in Alexandria. The 
p Minnesota college at that 
et will qualify for the NAIA 
mament, as will the top 
·vi dual. 
Last Saturday, John Retica 
Page9 
photo by Jeff Christensen 
well until his own error allowed 
four unearned runs in the 
fifth and spelled defeat. The 
final was 5-2, Morris. 
On Saturday. the Bulldogs 
looked as though they might 
break the IO game losing st reak 
they had againsh the Cougars. 
Gene Trojanowski. who had his 
Baseball to 11 
Golf to 11 Lee Kolquist Lefty Scott Baker looks one over in the losing effort. 
photo by Jeff Christensen 
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jock itch George Eskola · 
SCANNING THE 1.M. SCENE 
"Let's see some intramural scene action in this column." 
OK. I understand your plight, so the "Jock Itch" staff has been 
out putting together predictions and analyses of this year's Co-Rec 
softball season. 
1. Saucers--Winter dealings have made this team richer. Good 
thing Duluth police don't know anything about it. 
2. B- 316 Griggs-This .bunch is tough and, obviously, going to 
concentrate on softball rather than think of a good name. 
3. Send Money- Problems at first base could keep them out 
of the championship, but there are winners and losers. 
4. Lumber Co.- Have gone to Porky's Builder Supply to help 
their PR campaign; pitching as solid as sawdust. 
5. Peons- A veteran squad that hits with power; umps usually 
make a lot more after a Peon win; ump usually discovered in bay 
after Pon loss. 
6 . Sodbuster- Scrappy hitters; if they don't win the champion-
ship this year, team is moving to Nebraska. 
7. Snafu- "Snafu to you buddy, takes one to know one." 
8 . Torrance Highlife- You've just played seven tough innings 
with five girls on your team, and when it's over you grab for the 
freshest taste arou_nd: the five girls on Torrance High life. 
9 . Frostbite Falls DPS- Duluth Public Service: Dumb, pointless 
and stupid, I think so. 
10.- Bocce Boys- An aspiring dynasty, had trouble rounding up 
girls to play. 
11. 4th Flight Fright- A good start for this team is important; 
if not, they are going to change their name to The Roof, and then 
jump off. 
12. Blood and Guts-Doesn't play good on fie lds ,five and six . In 
fact, doesn't play good on fields one, two, three, four either. 
13. Red Nikes- A team named after a crimson pair of sneakers. 
Could I be"on a team called Green Bootys? 
14. Vets & Pets- Age maybe finally catching up with them; need 
a beg season out of "Bug." 
15. Kaotic Knights- What can you expect out of a team that has 
a bottle of Hamms playing third base. · 
16. Delirium Squad I- The "Squad" is not really delirious; they 
are actually like that. Had a chance before they sponsored "free 
David Berkowitz" campaign. 
17. Goax- Will lead league in. forfeits; are n9t genuine contenders. 
18. Who RU- Identity crisis could hurt this team; will be wearing 
black arm bands this year in memory of Keith Moon . 
19. French Connection- Should join the Scandinavian 
Connection and rename the team NATO. 
20. Flakes- Internal squabbling over playing time has got to hurt ; 
nine players are trying out for rover. 
21. Islanders - After lending their name to a pro hockey team in 
New York, the Islanders are ready to flex their muscles in Co Rec. 
Have to steal their own equipment. 
22 . 611 Gold Street- When all else fails , use an address. Bigges 
Biggest worry is not the league, but MP and L. 
23 . ROTC- Highly disciplined. If they should lose, will activate 
and have full military invasion complete with air support . 
24 . Twice in a Blue Moon- Will take two months of Sundays for 
them to win it, but you have got to admire their optimism. 
25 . Magnum Force - Will need Dirty Harry to run this gauh tlet 
but if lucky will turn you every which way but loose. For a fistful 
of dollars they could have signed free agents. For a few dollars more 
they could have signed me. Outfield is the good, the bad, and the 
ugly. 
26. Crusty Buzzards- Will pick away at you for their runs, but 
lack the killer instinct. 
27. ER Plus Some- Is in competition with B-316 for worst name. 
Pitching has trouble with walks; who is ER? 
28. L & R ~illers- Just returning from their barnstorming trip in 
Africa, the "killers" are ready. Castro is trying to line up a home and 
home series with them. 
29 . Mavericks- Their unbranded style of softball has gottei;r this 
team in trouble in the past. They have got to stop horsing around. 
30. JJB's- Good team except it's hard to win with three people. 
31 . Hats Bats- It's hard to believe they stop at hats··and bats. 
What about gloves, bases, the rubber, and groin pull. 
32. Mis Fits- Trouble playing as a team. Problems in th~ bull 
pen. Got Ray Davies to help out. 
3·3_ Med School- Great original name . These people can't really 
be in med school , cari they? ~oes UMD have a med school? 
34: · RASH - Jock Itch has a place in its heart for RASH for some · 
reason. 
35. Staff- Short for staff infection, they will have trouble . 
Bogosity reigns. 
36. Eat at the Junction- "And that's Uncle Joe, he's moving kind 




UMD rightfielder Jean Baumgartner watches one go foul during the first game of a doubleheader 
Monday. The Bulldogs won both ends of the twinbill , beating Concordia of St. Paul 6-1 and top-
ping Vermilion 15-6. The two wins boosted the women's record to 6-2. This weekend, they 
travel to the MAIAW state tourney in Minneapolis. photo by Jeff Christen sen 
~ A FREE BEER---1 CAMPUS CLEAN-UP DAY 
Clean up your campus, Organizations 
compete for a case of be.er!! Wednesday, May 9, 
3:00 All students and organizations are welcome 
to get involved with a clean up of the campus 





case going to the organization 
collecting the most trash 
CALL THE SA OFFICE FOR MORE INFO 
726-7178 or 7179 
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Bulldog~ head for St. Cloud to 
defend two-year NIC crown 
The UMD men's tennis team 
will defend their Northern 1 n ter-
collegiate Conference champion-
ship May 3-5 at the Augusta 
Tennis Club in St. Cloud. 
The Bulldogs, 14-3 on the 
ieason, have won the title the 
past two seasons and figure to 
be the favorite once agam. 
Coach Don Roach, twice the 
loop's "Coach of the Year ," 
said, "It's been between our-
ielves and Michigan Tech the 
past two seasons, but Minne-
Baseball from 9 
rcond straight good outing, 
fanned eight Morris batters, but 
1wo unearned runs were his 
fownfall. Once again, Morris 
ron , this time 4-2 as the 
Bulldogs could not take advan-
~ge of good scoring oppor-
lUnities. UMD never had a 
chance in the second half of the 
!Win bill as the Cougars' Bob 
Golf from 9 
fired a nine over par l 16 for 
17 holes to lead the Bulldogs 
to a fifth-place finish in the 
University of Minnesota Invita-
tional in Minneapolis. 
so ta-Morris and Mankato Stale ..,.. 
will challenge us this season ." 
The first round is scheduled 
for Thursday, with the meet 
running through Friday before 
Saturday afternoon's fmals. The 
top four players and doubles 
teams in each of the nine classes 
will be seeded, and Roach 
expects that all nine UMD 
entries will gain seeds. 
Playing for the Bulldogs at 
number one singles will be 
defending NIC MVP bon Mc-
Behrens shut them out 5-0. 
The four losses put UMD's 
record at 4-1 I on the year, 
2-10 in the NIC. 
Emerging from the dust of 
the four losses, the Bulldogs 
found a bright spot in freshman 
third baseman Steve Bohren . 
Bohren Went 7 for 13 to Faise 
his batting average to .444. 
TEAM SCORES: Minnesota 564, 
St. Olaf 578, Mankato St. 589, 
St. Thomas 595, UMD 600, St. 
Cloud St. 601, Gustavus Adolphus 
602, NDSU 609, Concordia 610, 
Bemidji St. 611, Augsburg 612 , 
Moorhead St. 620, st. John's 633, 
Carleton 634, North Hennepin CC 
639, Bethel 657. 
UMD SCORES: John Ret ica 
75-41-116; Rich Kirby 79-39-118; 
Tom Waitrovich 80-38-118; Lee 
Kolquist 79-41-120; Terry Frahm 90-
38-128. 
Gregor. Other singles spots 
will . be filied QY Kevin Voigt 
at number two, Keith Meyer 
at number three, Doug Mc-
Gregor number four , Blake 
Skarnes number five , and Scott 
Kellett at number six . 
The doubles teams will be 
McGregor-McGregor at number 
one , Voigt and Skarnes at num-
.ber two, and Meyer-Kellett at 
· number three. Those latter two 
pairs are cinch number · one 
seeds. 
Bicycle race 
on tap for 
Rec Sports 
Co-Rec Sports, will be broad-
ening their sports activities this 
Sunday by promoting an on-
campus intramural bicycle race . 
Registration time is 8: 15 a.m. 
until the race starts at 9:00 a.m. 
Ribbons will be awarded in 
both men's and women's cate-
gories for the five -mile event, 
while food and refreshments will 
be given to all participants. 
The Bulldogs, with a team 
tore of 600, trailed the win-
ners, the host Gophers, by 36 
nrokes. Minnesota's Brad Cook 
was medalist, shooting an even 
par I 07. 
The course will include 10 
laps in a clockwise direction, 
beginning on Midway Drive and 
continuing on Stub Road to 
Oakland A venue, with the last 
stretch heading down St. Marie 
Street, before repeating the 
cycle. 





milio n Monday. photo by Jeff Christensen 
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FOR SALE - .... -• 
F OR SALE: One pair of 14 " snow 
t i res. Off an Opet GT. Two m onths 
old . Best o ffer. 7 24-8163 Bob -
MUST sell '75 Monza Spyder V-8, 
4-spd., AM/FM cassette, sunroof , 
23 mpg., shar p car . $2400 or first 





on" campus: r°easonabie 
0
rates: 
Call Marjie 726-7097. 
P
0
LANNiNG . party?. °Cali "your" new 
Pabst student rep . for a good deal 
on k egs and a good deal more. 
Specia l E xport, Blatz , Andekar and 
Old Style also ava11ao1e. Call Tim 




0ri: 0& 0 Sat.· ici :cici 
a.m. to 4:00 p .m . at 206 W. 4th 
St. CNCC Building. 
F'o"R. SALE :" ig"1i .Me.rcury comet: 
good cond ., $400, 722-4796 after 





PiNG .° Ma0ria1i," i24-°i364°, W0ill do 
term papers. Also looking for manu-











foosball table only $200 or make 
offer. Matt 724-9181. 




hat" .E.uro.peans . have 
known for years. MOPEDS SA VE 
YOU MONEY! over 100 , mpg, no 
inst;rance, maintenance free, now at 
a special wholesale price. Test rides 





SALE:" couch "and °Chair $3°5: 
Contact "!like 726-7 356 
RUMMAGE . . . SALE:: .. ·united 
Methodist Church, 301 W. St. Marie 
St.: Clothes, books, kitchen and 
household items and more. Monday 
May 7, 9 :00 a.m . to 5 :00 p.m. 
Fa°R" SALE:" i!iis" [)Od
0
ge "van·, ·,;n: 
ished interior, ecx. cond . 728 -3177. 
sA"LE; . RudY . iS . p'rOu'd. to• ·dec·,a·re 
super discount on all accounting 
question papers. Ready at stock . 
As early as 1949 to as late as 1979. 
Sale starts from Thursday 3rd May 
and ends on 10th May. This is the 
last sale of this academic year. Stop 
him by the hallways or catch him in 
the library (non-smoking section). 
FOR SALE: A pair of Advent loud -
speakers walnut veneer cabine ts, 
cherry condition, $l'SO firm. See 
John Giflord,Jl2 M / G . 
Fo·R· . SALE :. \\/Onierl1s . ·10.~Peed· 
Schwinn Varsity, yellow, with ren -
ders, exc . cond. $100., 724-2458 
or 724-9832. 
c ·ENi-ui:lv·cAMERA: ·s·tudents 2ci0i 
off on photo supplies and paper. 
Check our our spring camera sale. 
722-1972, 331 W. 1st St. 
F
0
o"R. SALE:" io"-speed. men"•s: 23-in: 
frame Raleigh bike.,_ $120. Exe. 
cond . , call 525-~490, 1:.llen. 
F·a·R· 'sALE :0 'LUdW;g "Oo"ub,e . Bass; 
Double Tom-Floor- Tom Orumset. 
Sildjan cymbals and HiHat $500. 
Excellelnt cond. uchampagne color" 
879-6658 John . 
FOR SALE: '74 CB 360 Honda 





SALE: "set" 4. Firestone" 72i 
LR -78-15 tires. B rand new . 4/$300 
624-7725. 
F·a·R· . SAL0E0 : • one· . ieriith . record· 
p layer with a built-in amp., cone 
speakers included. For more inform . 
call 724-a385 . 
1f 3oFUSA 
MINNEAPOLIS 612-646-1601 




- LOST AND FOU ND -
LOST: In Bull Pub on Tuesday, 
May 1, hooded UMD sweatshirt. 
Call 525-55,37. 
r:iE·wARc::i:. Pink. and. white· ·u-lllic::i 
folder, green UMD notebook, red-
white-blue tennis shoes lost in 
quarter lot by admin. bldg. I des-
perately need my folder, please con-
tact me, no questions, reward offered 
by sue, 729-8207. 
La°sT; °Key. r"ing· with . s ·keys· ori 
4/3-/79 in area of dorm softball 
field. Matt, 724-9181. 
L"o'si< ·a·ne 0 biu"e. aQUama·riQe birth: 
stone ring in gold setting. If found 
please call Kath, 726-7705. 
LOST: Turquoise ring with silver 
braid around stone. Sentimental 
va lue. 726-7726. Reward. 
T 0a° . the . inco
0
nsiderate . and . high.ly 
sought-after moron who stole my 
jacket out of the qym on Sunday 
between 4 & 5 p .m. : Turn it in and 
no questions will be asked . Keep it 
and my troops will get YOU! 
---•WANTED ___ _ 
CAMP NEW HOPE, a camp f o r 
people who are mentally retarded, 
1s still accepting applications for -
counselor positions. $550 + room 
and board. For info rmation/ appl i-
cation see Student Employment 
or call 723-8969 evenings. 
.. ·u-lllic::i o,·scouNT STEREO . . . 
Need new sneakers? Go for ef fi-
ciency. Go Electro-Voice. We carry 
all of their speakers and also 80 
other brand s of stereo components. 
For professional advice with a good 
price. Call Bill at 726-7792. · 
WANTE0°:. Lead. singer . ior . r°ock 
and roll band . Call 879-5210 Jeff 






0WS 0I . water: 
front and General Counselor with 
interest in Sports and Games f or 
Girls camp, Eden Valley, Mn. Write, 
Kathy Schwandt, 112 E. 11th, 










UMD, $200/ mo. Call 724-1364 
eves. or 726-7112 M -w Days. Marian 
F
0
EM·A·L ·E· iooking. icir. place "to 
0
live 
p'j!~~~ o:~lk~~Jro~1~~';;!11~~ aY~~: 
phere, rent no greater than $100/ 








: • Ne.at,. rio"n: 
smoker for next fall . Order now! 
Call Tom 726-7785 . 
JRI, I " thought Saturday night was 
pretty nice too . There's more where 
that came from . Until then . . xo-j 
Jivis; "t-ioi,e . y·o~. tiact . a . good "giti 
anniversary on the 2nd out ,n Cally. 





GIRLS. Waterski, Nurse, Tennis, 
Waterfront Director, Secretary, 
Gymnastics, Canoe, Dramatics, 
Sailing, Driver over 21. Will 
interview. M/M J. Baer, Minong, 
WI 54859. 
SA OPEN FORUM 12:00 noon 
Wednesday, May 9, Kirby 
Lounge. Bring suggestions and 
bitches. 
TWO male roommates wanted for 
summer. B eautiful secluded house 
2 blocks from UMD. Prefer non-
smoker, outdoor type. $80/mo. Call 

















2 saunas, dishwasher, College St. 
Courts. Call 724-7925. 
TWO-bdr. apt . for rent. Newly 
redecorated, fenced-in yard, off-street 
parking, laundry facilities, avail May 
20. $250, including heat and water. 
728-6284, before 8:00 a.m., or 
evening . PERSO NALS __ _ 
PKH, happ y 21st birthday on the 
5th . Love ya lot s , Jockbottzi 
HIGH °F
0
lyers: ll."stimeiting we W0ill g00: 
A shmelting we will go, 
Hi Ho, they're fish you know 
A shmelting we will go. -Biz 
MAN .w.itri . the van: how's the ha i r? 
Heh, I had a great time last Friday . 




o"IES "your wa iting" is 
0
0°ver : The 
611 C lub would like to announce 
the opening of ."Sun Tan Acres. " 
Here's your chance to get a line free 
tan i n the p rivacy o f our own back-
yard. Sign up now, only 200 spo ts 
available. Rates vary I 
soi..siE
0
, Kruege·r : and ttie"resi Of
0
the 
gang. You guys can go -suck an egg 
or your own, whichever you choose . 
From those who are no longer 
impressed . 
stti FLooR ·LsH: thanks ibr·a·g, eat 
BBQ! Awg , Dave, Oink, Oonk, Al, 
Jimbo , Roger, Sweeny , Bob, Brian, 






















! . Thanks· . tor" . the 
support. Look for our b u mper stick-
ers real soon . For more info call 
722-1273. Disco fans : You can 
disco until your legs fall off, but 
when they do, don't come running 
to us. Anti-Disco Association of 
• America. "Disco Must Go" 
. .. . ..... . . . ..•........ 
KATO, thanks for the thought. The 
basket was unexpected but not in 
the least unwelcome. 141 Vermillion 









ar"e. you . g"oing "toi 
Where did you come from! Keep it 
up! The "Pen ." 
AH
0





Life jackets, the "Boogie" on the 






11Pay on accepta nce only " 




For application and inf o r ma-
tion , write : 
Proven medical and veter-
inary student placement 
service. 
100 L a Salle Street 
N .Y ., N.Y. 10027 






8 mm - $125 
lOmm- $145 
•• ,- -- S~e~ia/ o~~er - allow 2 weeks. l .~ lt-s important to compare~ . . · -~- ,: ' l~l 8AHMAMERICAIIR 
sCOTT . (n. ·KeriWo.od: ·w·hy. did. i 
trust you? It must've b een the Musk . 
I have to talk to you- you know 
where to reach me so please do.-
The "Sweet" One. PS, how w as yes? 
SANOV
0
, what do you" think? Love, 
Spring and Sports Father 
T
0J: The ·w·or1d . rTla"y. Urirave1·, "YoUf 
rocks may be gravel, Your snooze 
cup run dry, But our love will never 
_die. Happy Birthday, Love T . 
SATURDAY. night. after . the "smelt 
fry go to "Doug's Belford House" 
in Oliver Wisc. for more "Live 
Rock-n-Roll" and a .. High . " 
Jim ·oandy,. Keit·h · Richards·, ·oave 
"The Rave" Purdy and Tom 
"Macilo" Prickman all prove that 
fender stratoblasters and telecasters 
have the fastest necks and super ior 
sa\md over any other guitar. 
Especially Guild. This ad paid fo r by 
the Black Oak International Fan 
Club . 
. . 
KAREN, happy 21st (better early 
than never) . Let me k now where 
Lombard Street is and I ' II b e at the 
party. E i ther way, we'll have a great 
one this weekend! GR 
F
0 1RST l0 M0 P0RESS10NS-" ... .. . . 
I'm not a college student 
It's just a good disguise, 
1 'm not a mortal being 
I 'II outl ive all your l i ves . 
I'm a very happy person 
Who hardly ever cries 
And you 're a total ass 
If you believe these lies. 
WIN A CASE of BEER for your 
organization at CAMPUS CLEAN 
UP DAY, free beer for all of the 
part icipants!! Call the SA office for 
more i nfo! 726-7178 (or 7179) 
CLASSES i n Chinese self-defense 
style: Wing Chun Kung Fu. Tues., 
Wed . and Thurs., 7:00-8:30, 
Sunday 8:00-9:30, 112'/z W . 1st St. 
' upstairs apt. 3) Instructor Bob . 
Larson. 
PETE.Fl . 00°yons; bir_thday. is Fr iday: 
















finally seen a 'piece of the rock'! 
Ya, you, too Georgie . _From two 8 . 
rabbitts (het the saw Tim, Jay wan ts 
the hind legs! ) 
Attent ion W illiams Softball player s: 
p ractice tonight , O rd ean f ie ld , 6 : 30 
GAMBLE:. YOUR HEART OUT at 
sos week Casi no night. Real 
gambling, fake money. Tonight 5 to 
9 in_ K i rby caf eteria! 
LE0T 0'S0 9ei ih'e ·P;s 'tOget·her· Ka"ren ·a~d 
Hen~y 
HOPE you had a happy birthday 




SOCiAL en"vfron"rrient at Mr: h · 
has improved significantly since the 
departure of the Lodge of the High 
Jacks . There is a positive correlat ion 
between the raised mean IQ at J's 
and the absence of these low lifers. 
The Korn On Inn can keep them, 
because frankly, I've had it "up to 






ar"e " red: 
P-nut butter is chunky, When I think 
of you I f eel better than funky! 
MsP PS the next personal you get 








"o"r: F lo. bowris . and . iA
0
SSO: 
ciate) ! ! Perhaps I would recog-
n i ze, Your fa ce, your lips, your 
eyes I f I cou ld te ll from your Prose 
Your head f rom y our toes. As ol 
yet 1 'm not that wise. (I've a poor 
prognosis w ithout proper doses or 





N°o" PETER, "Eiasebali garn"ei 
are long . Too thbrushes wer e needed. 
Elk R iver i~ a land m ark. Pictures are 
blackmail. Heaven is missin' us. 
Keep an eye out for those litt le 
animals! S igned, Your weekend 
women 
HOUSESITTER(S) wanted: 100-acre 
woods, by Nemadji State Forest, 
small modern cabin, garden, rent 
free, includ i ng utilities in exchange 
for care o f place and 2 dogs. Mid-
June to Oct. 1, 1979. 45 mi les to 
UMD. Wr ite Box 12 « 0 --ick, MN 
55 7 56 for info. 
1Si- . ba~kga mmon toUr rley· ·F;ida'y: 
May 18, beh ind Stadium Apartments, 
3:00 p.m .. Refreshments, b ig prize 
money to beg inners and advanced 
players. Join the players every Wed. 
at G 105 Stadiums. Call 726-7719 










July to all persons enrolled during 
1978-79. Students wishing transcript 
mailed to address other than one 
listed o.n spring registrat ion permit 
may pick up form in 194 Adm,n, 
and return it by May 22. Persons 
living in on-campus housing w,11 
have transcr ipts mailed to summei 







v i sory "commit: 
tee wi II sponsore the spri ng quarter 
International Student Tea in Kirby 
Lounge from 2 :00 to 4:00 on Wed-
nesday afternoon , May 9th. All 
faculty, staf f and student are invited. 
Have typewriter will type - Jeanne· 
724-5524. 
"EUROPE 
is waiting for y0u 
Scotland $365 
Copenhagen $425 
Eurail passes available too! 
CALL US FOR MORE DETAILS 
WARDS TRAVEL SERVICE 
1600 MILLER TRUNK HWY. 
218-727-8350 
DONNY & MARIE BREAK HOLY COMMANDMENT 
· Play-V~gas on theSabbath 
national · 
lnqui~itioner 
VOL. 13-No. 7 MAY 3, 1979 FREE! We're here to smear 
COWSILLS FADING FAST 
. -
S_PRINGSTEEN TO REPLACE 
TH.E FONZ 
Winkler fumes: 
he'·s got my job, 
~ now he wants 
Ronny Howard ~ 
SPACE INVADERS: 




· More on page 4 
·Psychics trace bodies to morgue . 
- ALso: Anita Bryant's ten best dreSsed queeri's list 
UM-DULUTH INOUISITIONER May 3, 1979 Page 28 
Jackie's b1izarre love triangle 
Pay attention to this! TV 
Angel Jaclyn Smith may be 
getting too much heaven away 
from home, if juicy Hollywood 
hot talk holds any water. lovely 
Jackie, the current Martini and 
Rossi on the rocks, may be 
getting her rocks off by simul-
taneously wooing brilliant Kiss 
guitar player Ace Frehley, and 
I 
Neil and Ace would agree, I'm 
sure." 
"We're profes~ional entertain-
ers and we share common 
interests," she explained. "Ace 
is really into cosmetics, Revlon 
mostly. We love to dab grease-
paint all over each other. It 
really makes us feel close." 
Jackie went on to tell about her 
' I'm an adult! 'says Jackie 
Neil Young, that washed up, 
I bewildered Winnipeg wanderer. 
Jackie spoke freely about her 
love tryst to a trusted friend 
who sold the story to "The 
INQUISITION ER 
stormy affair with teen diet-
pop idol, Neil Young. "Neil 
is really dreamy, but he's like 
two different people. Sometimes 
he puts me on a pedestal, and 
other times he's so uncaring and 
yells at me to keep the house 
clean, fix his meals and go 
away. In more tender moments, 
What are these three stars doing with each other?! Read this shocking tale! 
"I'm an adult," whined 
J ackie, clad fashionably in paint-
ers' pan ts and a safari hat, "and 
he' ll say he's sorry and joke that 
a Canuck needs a keeper." 
Jaclyn's keeper and hubby , 
Dennis Cole , ain't too . pleased 
with his wayward wife. 
Using hidden cameras and 
sensi_tive l_istening device ." IN 
OUISITIONER learned that Cole 
has started a smear campaign 
to bar Jackie from chic LA 
social circles. Already American 
Express Continued on page 40 
KEITH GETS CLOSE TO ANDY 
Lovely Andy Gibb (left) and 1bsolete Keith Richard (right) shadow 
dancing in Bayou Lalld. 
Bugtussle , LA- Much to the 
surprise of a crowd of shrieking 
fans, Keith Richards, guitar play-
er for the once-legendary Rolling 
Stones, leaped onto state at a 
recent Andy Gibb concert to 
deliver an electric version of 
" I Just Want To Be Your Every-
thing." Andy, looking positively 
fab in his chic imported doe-
skin coat and ul tra-expensive · 
custom Sasson jeans, was more 
than a match for the ill clad and 
sloppy Keith. 
Richard , blowing sparks and 
transistors all over the stage, 
vainly tried to excite the crowd, 
who at best remained respect-
fully quiet throughout the song, 
which usually brings Andy's 
fans to their feet. 
Keith told INOUISITIONER 
reporter, also a member · of 
Andy's entourage, that he could 
"see the writing on the wall." 
" What with "Miss You" and 
the fact the Mick is already 
hanging out with the Village 
people, as Bob says, 'the times 
they are a-changing.' I may be 
a Stone, but I'm not stupid." 
" It's a well-known fact that 
Keith has been a long-time 
admirer of the Bee Gees," said 
a source lose to Richards, " I 
clearly see theirs and Andy's 
influence in all this guitar work, 
especially in more recent years." 
Keith, too, has been a great 
influence on Andy. Already the 
beautiful young Gibb is sporting 
a new look that has alarmed 
some of his most devoted 
followers. Wearing sunglasses, 
long sleeves, and looking thinner 
than usual, Gibb has frequently 
been late to his own concerts, 
much to his fans' dismay. 
"He tends to nod off once 
in a while, during mid-sentence," 
reported a Gibb band roadie, 
"but he seems so tranquil and 
Continued on page 21 
Hey everyone, here comes Billy ,1rrrr ,Eo,tE 
By Patty Rice 
Move over Jimmy McNichol, here comes Billy Nouveau! 
The cute, curly haired Billy has been one of the most sensational overnight success stories we at 
INOUISITIONER have ever covered . ,. · 
A talented bundle of nervous energy! Billy's two albums, "Billy" and " Billy Again" have gone double 
platinum in Canada and the Middle East after only three weeks! 
Instant success hasn't fazed the ten-and-a-half-year-old star, however. 
" I still get up in the morning and eat breakfast," said Billy, with a provocative grin that shows his 
beautiful straight teeth. · 
" I still go to school, but not as much as before. I don't mind though; Dad and I are together a lot 
now." 
We've just scooped up some real dirt on all those wonderful 
people you see in the news and on television . 
Get a load of this! Bob Urich, that brawny , specimen of he-man, 
is sick of doing Vegas. "Jack Lord has been stuck in Hawaii for I I 
years," Bob told a friend at a fashionable party ,"and I sure couldn't 
handle Don Ho for even a year. I'm getting out of this while I 
still can." Bob is writing a new series called "Wasp's Shadow." He 
will play a white backgammon coach in an all black African country. 
It looks like Johnny Carson is leaving the "Ton igh t Show." 
"Ed McMahon is washed up now," said a loud mouthed NBC' boom-
mike operator. "He's negotiating with Budweiser for a job as a 
stableboy to clean up after the Clydesdales. " 
Trouble at Studio 5.4: Bianca Jagger was rushed to a New York 
hospital after she noticed that she was wearing the same dress as 
Mia Farrow. 
On the set of the "Star Trek" movie, Paramount's crews are in 
a tither. After years of quiz shows, lousy movies, and margarine 
ads, William Shatner, according to sources close to Lee Strassburg, 
insists that he no longer knows how to act. 
Roman Polanski, that exiled movie director, snuck back to the 
States to accompany Brooke Shield to "Show anci Tell" day at her 
school. "Here's a real Pollock," Brooke beamed, as the director 
... .... _11 talked about symbolism in his "Repulsion" film, and other neat topics to the other 12-year-olds. During recess. Polanski spoke to 
reporters from the jungle gym. ' 
Fans, well wishers, and relatives mob Billy's limo. 
Arron Buxtass, Billy's father, manager, producer, and also Squalor Records, told us about Billy's big 
break. "Oh, about five months ago I gave Billy an old guitar and he just took it from there. Within a 
month I knew my boy had star potential. His talent is just amazing for his age!" he said . 
Billy's dad denied he had any influence on Billy's decision to become a teen idol at 10. 
" I really didn't take an active part in building Billy's career until it dawned on me that he had genuine 
talent. Even though he's my son, I would have done it for any other kid. It's my feeling that Billy's 
a real . artist ' and no one should hold back an artist fr9m nis art. I think Billy was a hit. because people 
identify With him; they don't think he's a hype." · - " ·. 
Signed to a ten year, easy out contract with RCA'-S'qualbr Records, Billy's father was asked by 
INOUIS.ITIONE~ if he had ever heard of nepotism. "What! " he shouted . "I don't think that's any of your 
Continued on page 19 
"Brooke is a fine actress, and though there's an age difference 
between us, if she's old enough to bleed, she's old enough to breed," 
he said. 
Famed crime lawyer F. Lee Bailey announced yesterday that 
he intends to reopen the Cain and Abel muder case, briefly described 
in the book of Genesis. "Cain was as guilty as the ace of spades," 
admitted Bailey, "but I only defend killers," he added. 
"God.made a lot of mistakes in the case, especially that mark on 
the forehead stuff. Totally unnecessary." Bailey leered. 
Sex star John Travolta (clad in a trendy khaki poncho with 
clogs yet!) allegedly went shopping with a good friend at a West 
Coast grocery store last week. INOUISITIONER attached a smaU 
television camera to his shopping cart and noted that he bought a 
lot of chicken and no hamburger. When asked to coroment on his 
food purchase, Travolta exclusively told "The Inquisi tioner, "I 
like chicken more than hamburger." 
-i=====U111STATESMAN··===============t. 
ENTERTAINMENT 
~~~ - ~~ 
Brush's vision: 
By John Heino 
Staff Writer 
" I had to create my own 
news, weather, and sports all by 
~1yself," reflected Leif Brush , 
47-year-old investigative artist , 
of the UMD School of Fine Arts 
faculty. He was speaking of his 
childhood in an orphanage, one 
of several environmental factors 
that contributed to his develop-
men~ as an independent thinker. 
Brush is bringing Terraplane 
Chorograohv One, a different 
kind of art show, to Tweed on 
May 20. 
After intuitive exploration of 
his personal interests in radio 
and drama during high school 
in Normal, Illinois, Brush headed 
to Chicago for college. After 
only one quarter, however, his 
higher education was interrupted 
by the Korean War. 
Temporarily avoiding the 
draft , he worked as a reporter 
for the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation until 1953 when 
the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police caught up with him and 
extradited him to Fort Leonard-
wood, Missouri. 
The army, instead of being 
a disaster as one might expect, 
led Brush to Baffin I stand, just 
Sound art 
west of Greenland. While 
working as a radio operator 
for DEW (Distant Early Warn-
ing) radar system , he was 
intrigued with the island's over-
whelming quiet and contras ting 
thundersto rms, complete with 
snow. 
Baffin Island provided the 
inspiration for subsequent sound 
experiments, forming the basis 
for Leifs current work with 
sound in natural environments. 
'Tm not content with infor-
mation my eyes give me. Vision 
is only a fraction of human 
sensory perception,". Brush 
stated 
Eventually , to avoid acoustic 
limitations of man-made inter-
iors, he began working out-
doors. His goal was to "call 
attention to the potential of 
sound," thereby achieving a 
" balance between the visual and 
auditory perception." 
While studying at the School 
of the Chicago Art Institute in 
1972. Brush decided to return 
to Baffin Island. For his master' s 
project, he set up sensors which 
picked up physical vibrations of 
atmospheric conditions on the 
island. Then, using an ampli-
tude modulated laser beam, the 
sound was beamed via satellite 
Audio discs strung up by Leif Brush. 
-------
over the North Atlantic and 
transported to a laser receiving 
station in Rotterdam, the 
Netherlands. In De Doelen Hall 
in Rotterdam, the transmitted 
wind was projected over 
specially placed speakers, 
UMD . students and faculty 
will have a chance to partici-
pate in a manifestation of his 
thoughts as Brush presents 
Terraplane Chorography One 
(not to be confused with chor-
eography) on Sunday, May 20, 
in the courtyard on the second 
floor of Tweed Museum of Art 
at UMD. TerrapJane Chorog-
raphy is Brush's concept of 
photo by Ron R ess, 
"directing the attention of the 
participants toward heightened 
awareness, through the interac-
tion of visual and auditory 
information presented in a 
natural, as opposed to man-
made , environment." 
The courtyard show will 
focus on three participating 
dancers who will be instructed 
to react to their thought~ about 
the industrial revolution's 
impact on them . Leif pointed 
out, '"They are dancers, but 
their reactions · will not neces-
sarily be dance ." 
The performers will be linked 
together with piano wire. As 
they respond to their thoughts, 
their movements combine with 
atmospheric conditions such as 
wind , creating tension in the 
wire . Sensors will pick up the 
vibrations and the sound will 
then be amplified to provide 
an auditory rep re sen tation of 
their pl}ysical movements. 
The movements of man on 
the planet are symbolized in this 
element of the show. 
acoustics as well.· 
Through Terraplane Chorog-
raphy One and at least four 
related future projects, Brush 
hopes to create a reaction in 
participants that will "trigger 
a move beyond the physical 
realm." Ideally, while each par-
ticipant may experience a 
unique reaction , the total per-
ceptual journey will lead to 
common ground. 
"We may all fly a little 
differently , but one person will 
not land in a tree , and the next 
one land on another planet. 
We will all be on the planet or 
we will all be in the tree ." 
To call attention to the 
phenomena- of light , -Terraplane 
· Chorography One will also 
feature a laser grid projected 
through a series of front surface 
· mirrors attached to the faces 
of four concrete structures 
1 hrough his continuing work 
with sound, Leif hopes to 
achieve an "aesthetic harmony 
of eye and ear." He also expects 
to emphasize survival , getting 
away from industrial confusion 
and utilizing the harmonious 
aspects of nature which are 
more conducive ..to life. 
Smelt Fry weekend here· 
Finally, a large balloon will 
rise very slowly, carrying 
speakers to create a "rain down" 
sound effect. The balloon sym-
bolizes a transcendence beyond 
earthbound existence, emphasiz-
ing freedom from man-made 
"I think that sound can be 
a new resource if compatible 
imagery can be produced frorr 
auditory information." By Jean Bumgardner 
Staff Writer 
The 1979 smelt fry , the 
Woodstock of outdoor keggers, 
is coming. 
It starts at noon on Saturday, 
May 5 and continues until 
midnight. 
The event is sponsored by the 
Wisconsin Superior Collegiate 
Veterans Association. - · 
Last spring this annual event 
drew 7000 people to consume 
350 kegs of beer and 1000 
pounds of smelt, but the 
Superior police broke the party 
up early because of safety 
factors. 
This year, the Veterans Asso-
ciation wants to remedy these · 
problems by asking people not 
to park at the site and instead 
take free shuttle buses. They 
also want all people to set up. 
camping equipment by 8:00 
a.m. Saturday. 
The smelt fry wi]} again be 
held on Wisconsin Point, on the 
shores of Lake Superior, but 
this year there will be little if 
any parking. 
Last 'year, the parking situa-
tion was impossible and it 
caused unsafe conditions, 
This year, the Superior police 
department will tow all illegally 
parked cars and the fine will be 
$25 . 
Ten to 15 free shuttle buses 
will transport ticket and non-
ticket holders tQ the site. The 
buses will leave the front of the 
UMD physical education build-
ing every hour throughout the 
day' and night. There will be free 
parking in lots C and G on May 
5, from 10:30 a.m. on. 
If you don't want to . park 
at the University, parking will be 
available going south on 
Highway 2 or 53 up to the 
freeway ramps, or on any resi-
dential street. From these park-
ing facilities, you can catch the 
shuttle bus into the party. 
As for campers, all mobile 
campers must be there by 
8 :00 a.m. Saturday, so it would 
be advisable to go Friday night, 
but also plan on spending the 
weekend · because it is unh1cely 
that you will be able to get out 
until Sunday. No dogs will be 
allowed this year. 
There are going 10 be 350 
16 gallon kegs and 1000 pounds 
of smelt. 
Excuse me- one last rule. 
Beer containers are again limited 
to one gallon to cut down on the 
waiting in beer lines. 
There will be two rock and 
roll bands: Chaser, Crazy Blame, 
and one undisclosed band. 
Tickets are selling for $4 in 
advance , and $6 at the gate. 
Tickets are on sale this week 
in the Kirby Corridor. 
If you can keep all of these 
rules straight, you will be board-
ing a shuttle bus in front ·of the 
gym with your $4 ticket and 
one-gallon container in hand. 
Have a grea, time! 
Leif Brush: "I'm not content with.inform1tion my eyes Ii••· 
Vision is only a fraction of •nsory peraptien." 
PllolO ltJ' L M. s-lllt 
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Lightfoot sings fine ... when he remembers the lyrics 
By Chris Miller 
· Staff Writer 
Gordon Lightfoot, AJberta-
born singer and songwriter, who 
has successfully crossed the . 
ranks ·of folk and country. 
played two shows Saturday 
night at the Duluth Arena. 
Lightfoot is no stranger to 
th is area-he manages at least 
one concert a year here . .He 
also makes no bones about his 
between-show drinking- "some 
peuple are moderate drinkers," 
he told the audience at the 
second show. ·'but rm not one 
of them.·· 
At the grassroots of the 
matter, however, Lightfoot's 
singing was the main attraction. 
His jokes were terrible , and he 
has aged considerably since his 
last appearance, adding at least 
30 pounds. 
Lightfoot opened on the 
12-string with virtually flawless 
renditions of five of his many 
hits. The best of these was 
"Cotton Jenny ... although the 
fourth, "The Wreck of the 
Edmund Fitzgerald," elicited 
the most crowd resp,inse . · 
Requests from the audience 
were numerous during breaks. 
Lightfoot got a big kick out of 
hearing titles to his songs 
shouted out, but he honored 
many requests. Unfortunately, 
he couldn't remember some of 
the lines to many of the songs 
he took from the audience-
on two occasions he quit right 
in the middle of tunes. 
And when the laughing bug 
hit him he easily succumbed . 
On more than one occasion his 
steel guitarist, Peewee Charles 
sent Lightfoot into gales with 
inside jokes. 
It should be said that lead 
guitarist Terry Clements is the 
real force in Lightfoot's backup 
band. While the bass guitar and 
drum parts are very basic, 
Charles and Clements are called 
on for a lot of innovation and 
solo work, which they 
performed without error. 
1 ne secon~ portion contamect 
"SundQWn," "All the Lovely 
Ladies," and the crowd's favo-
rite, Ler.oy Yan Dyke's 'The 
Auctioneer.., Lightfoot admitted 
to forgetting words on " If You 
Could Read My Mind" and just 
made· up words on others, like 
"Carefree Highway." 
Lightfoot had problems con-
trolling his laughter during a 
couple of very serious songs-
particularly "Early Morning 
Rain." He justified this to the 
audience by saying, "as, you 
gotta have a little bit of fun 
once in a while." I guess every-
one agrees with that, but Light-
foot con t_inued : "You know, I'm 
glact..the press isn't here for this 
o ne. But who really gives a shit 
anyway ." Hmmmm. 
The encores were requests 
from the audience- "R ainy Day 
People" and "Old Dan's 
Records." · 
The Goode Brothers, also a 
Canadian country-type outfit, 
opened the show. Although they 
were Bee Gees look-a likes ( three 
brothers to boot), their style 
was very e,;iterta111111g; their 
three-part harmony was excel-
lent; and they delighted the 
crowd with some tremendous 
bluegrass. S tarting with ballads, 
they went in to their own 
compositions including ·'Buzzed 
Bµn ny ," a song about a rabbit 
who eats a pot garden. They 
closed with the Lig!1tfoot clas-
sic, "Alberta Bound." Gordon Lightfoot playing a second show at the Duluth Auditorium. 
photo by Jeff Christensen 
~Flamingo feeds the starving • • rare rock in Duluth 
By R. M. Tomich 
Staff Writer 
To many , discus mean danc-
ing. In Duluth , disco is often 
t he only steppin' in town. 
Indee d , local live rock has lent 
credibility to this claim in 
recent years. For locals, the 
choice has usually been either 
Nugent-Kansas clones, or the 
stagnant country-rock craze. 
Dancers and rockers have 
been rare bedfellows. 
Recently , a local liaison 
between the above was achieved. 
Leading the effort has been a 
band called Flamingo. 
From the shadows of St. 
Paul, the band conducted a 
highly successful foray into the 
T win Ports last weekend, April 
26-29. And while the naive 
protested "Punk.," the vast 
m ajority at Williams North 
Shore kept asking for m ore. The 
calls for encores were loud , 
common, and much to the 
deligh t of the boy s in the band. 
" It's never ,.been like this in 
the Cities," marveled drummer 
Bob Meide, from the band's 
posh. Flamette Motel sui(e near 
Williams. Perhaps the hunger of 
the rock-starved is responsible 
for the warm reception. 
Su rprising? Not when you 
play to people who hear good , 
live rock and roll less often than 
they go smelting. 
With Flamingo, either the 
intensity scares you away , or 
you get up and dance. Or sit 
Flamingo in flight at William's. 
there , wondering why you're 
not, and enjoy the 
music just the same. Ifs 
cranked-up motion lotion. Defi-
nitely not easy listening. 
T he band made its first 
Duluth appearance in early Feb-
ruary . Surprising · numbers 
turned out then, and despite 
little publicity, word-of-mouth 
apparently brought ou t new 
converts this time around . 
According to Meide, who 
resembles a younger Ringo in 
looks and drumming style, 
Flamingo got together just over 
two years ago in the Twin 
Cities. Meide and fellow band 
member Robert Wilkinson have 
been playing together for about 
IO years, and they aren't 
strangers to Duluth. "Robert 
and I were 1 11 a band called 
Prodigy," Meide explained. "We 
used to play the Air Base and 
the Armory and places like that. 
We did old Bowie, Stones and 
th ings like that." 
In this latest adventure, 
p h oto by E .M . S m ith 
Meide and his cohorts may 
have a better time of it. Fla-
mingo recently ,appeared in New 
York City, at Max's Kansas 
City and Hurrah's, two music 
clubs. Reviews of the shows 
were "spicy," according to 
Meide. 
"Fou r hours of sleep in fou r 
days," was Meide's description 
of the visit to the Big Apple. 
"Around 10 New York clubs 
have talked to us abou t play-
ing there," Meide continued . 
T he band will re turn to NYC 
in June. 
A recording contract- that 
elusive musical milestone - may 
be in the offing for Flamingo. 
Next week, the band will go 
to Lake Geneva , Wisconsin , and 
record some songs at the Play-
boy Clu b there. They aren't 
sure what they'll do with the 
recordings, but several offers 
from record companies have 
been- made . One suspects Fla-
mingo is holding out for the 
right pitch. 
Recording is not exactly a 
new thing for the group. Their 
EP (extended play) record took 
"Best Locally Released EP" 
honors at the April 9th Connie 
Awards in St. Paul. The EP, 
consisting of four Flamingo 
origil)al"s, is representative of the 
talent involved but is not as 
scintillating as the live Fla-
mingo. 
The Connie Awards, offered 
by the Twin Cities Insider maga-
zine, are an effort to unite 
· and promote homegrown musi-
cians. While awards are always 
the subject of skepticism, Fla-
mingo was named "Best Rock 
and Roll Band" from among 
over 40 nominees. 
Over 75 per cent of Fla-
mingo's material is original. The 
vocals of Johnny Rey (refined). 
and Robert Wilkinson (raucous) 
combine with the keyboards of 
Joseph Behren.d, the bass guitar 
of Jody Ray , and the drumming 
of Meide to sweep the faint-
hearted off their feet. Wilkin-
son and Rey also play electric 
guitars, Rey with especially 
reckless precision. 
Still , competence alone is 
Ftamingo to 68 
'Shop and Compare' 
T·h·e Wine· Store 
KEGS 
---I ...... .::::~ ..... 
i MT ROYAL SHOPPING CENTER 
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PEOPLE ..... OUR RICHEST RESOURCE,. 
OUR. GREATEST ASSET 
TIM TELEGA DONNA AGUA YO 
im Telega 
<\ freshman cadet majoring in political science, future Air Force Second·Lieutenant , 
Donna Aguayo 
Business administration major, freshman ROTC cadet, member of Arnold Air 
Society, future Air Force officer. 
AIH- FOHGE 
Bore 
Gateway to a great way of life. 
DENISE JONES JON LAROQUE Denise Jones Jon LaRoque 
Second year nursing student at the College of St. Scholastica. Will be 
an Air Force nurse upon commissioning. 
Junior ROTC cadet majoring in sociology/criminology, UMD varsity swimmer 
and future Air Force Second Lieutenant. 
Sa.lld nleresting? Ca 1tact AF ROTC t+bv Qd 724-6926 -----~ - - -
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Organist to attend 
music school 
By Melinda Wek 
Staff Writer 
Duluthians will have a chance 
to hear probably the finest 
organist to come out of this 
area , tonight , when Charles A. 
Sundquist presents his senior 
organ recital at 8: 00 at the First 
United Methodist Church, 230 
E. Skyline Parkway. 
I qualify my above statement 
by the fact that Sundquist was 
one of four students out of 63 
applicants to be chosen for organ 
performance graduate study at the 
prestigious Eastman School of 
Music in Rochester, New York. 
Sundquist says it has been a 
"lifetime dream" to attend East-
man, where he will study with 
noted concert organis.t David 
(' raighead. 0 ne of Eastman's 
appeals is its concentration on. 
20th century music, Sundquist 
added. 
He will perform a large variety 
of contemporary music, including 
works by Curufle, Messiaen , 
Heiller, and Rorem, at tonight's 
recital. 
Sundquist said that Olivier 
Messiaen is probably his favorite 
composer, but added that it· 
would be "sacreligious" for an , 
organist not to put Bach near the 
top. 
Bach will play a large part in 
the recital, as Sundquist will 
play two works by Bach- "Pr~ 
Jude and Fugue in A Minor,'' 
and "Trio Sonata YI in G Major," 
and a composition based on the 
musical equivalent of the letters 
in Bach's name , by Liszt. 
Sundquist's musical career 
stretches back to age seven, when 
he began taking piano lessons 
from his mother, who is also an 
organist. He then went on to 
study piano with the late Ruth 
Rogers, who was well-known in 
this , area for her excellence in 
musical training. 
Sundquist didn't begi n organ 
studies until l1is junior year of 
high school, when he began to 
study with his present teacher , 
Ut\-lD instructor Dr. Ronald R. 
Gauger. Sund11uist explained it 
wasn't feasible to continue study 
on both piano and organ, and 
chose to pursue organ if for no 
other reason but "enjoying the 
sound of a good pipe organ ." 
Sundquist has ?een the winner 
of many awards and contests. 
In 1977 , he placed first in the 
Schubert Club's organ competi-
tion in Minneapolis. Thai year 
he also placed third in the 
American Guild of Organists 
regional competition held in 
Kansas City . 
Sundquist placed tenth in the 
'prestigious Fort Wayne organ 
competition, although they took 
Book describes jazz roots 
... t3y Rudo lph Johnson 
UMD Li brary 
While team teaching a course 
on the history of jazz at the 
University of Wisconsin , Super-
ior, Professors Guckin and Kauf-
man became aware of the dearth 
of material on African music 
and its relationship to jazz, 
and they decided upon a field 
study which took . them to 
Africa. 
Kaufman is a composer, con-
ductor and jazz historian , and he 
has travelled extensively in 
Africa. His co-author, the late 
Dr. John Guckin , spent four 
years in Africa, first as a mis-
sionary in Nigeria and then as 
-Flamingo from 4B -
Flamingo music is akin to 
much New Wave in tempo. 
(Imagine the Stones at a couple 
revolutions faster.) And if New 
Wave can be interpreted as 
fresh rock and roll that hasn't 
dented the radio, then Flamingo 
would qualify. 
Punk , that misused, mis- . 
understood term, has been 
tossed at Flamingo. Meide 
counters this by saying, "Punk 
is a label for a producy. We 
just play rock and roll." 
Yet , with some luck , Fla-
mingo may hear its music 
overplayed some day soon. 
Songs like "Dear Renee" possess 
the musical content, lyric invent-
iveness, and simple catchiness 
that's required for a hit. 
Of course , like so many 
area hopefuls, the Flamingo may 
hecome a lemming the next 
time it visits the Coast. 
Nevertheless, Flamingo will 
return to Williams North Shore 
in June. Check out this rare 
bird . 
an UNESCO expert on educa-
tional technology . Dr. Guckin 
was accompanied on these trips 
by his wife , Alice Guckin, 
now an Instructor in Supportive 
Services at UMD. 
In ·the book we learn about 
the role of music in West African 
tribal culture, its relationship to 
religion , dance and life-style, 
and we learn something about 
the musical instruments used, 
and the structure of African 
music. 
It was this folk culture and 
music that wc1s transplanted to 
the New World with the slave 
trade . The first stop was the 
Caribbean, where the various 
tribal people were mixed and 
began to pick up . some 
.BLUE CROSS 
Ca ibbean influence hefore 
coming to the United States. 
And jazz itself began with the 
improvisation associated with 
the funeral brass bands in New 
Orleans. 
The book (hard cover edi-
tion) comes with two seven-
inch LP's 'made from tapes 
recorded by the authors in 
Africa. The phonorecords, phis 
many excellent photographs by 
Alice Guckin , illustrate the book 
very well and add an important 
dimension to our understanding 
of African music . 
Guckin, John and Kaufman , 
Frederick. THE AF RIC AN 
ROOTS OF JAZZ. Alfred.Pub-
lishing Co., Inc., 1919. 
BLUE SHIELD 
St udents not attend ing summer session may apply 
fo r .;:ontinuous summer coverage at the cashier 's 
office May 7-31, 1979. 
FIRST FLOOR 
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING . 
Students failing to renew their students policy for 
the summer months will not be covered by Blue 
Cross-Blue Shield unless they pay the higher non-
group c;onversion rates directly to the companies. 
- Coverage per iod June 1 through August 31 , 197 9 . 
Rates Single $31.35 Family $159.30 
Charles Sundquist and friend. 
only · the top eight as finalists. 
He has also won the Ruth Rogers 
Contest, Matinee Musicale 
Scholarship, UMD music depart-
ment achievement award, and the 
School of Fine Arts Gershgol 
Scholarship. 
Sundquist has performed 
extensively in the area with 
recitals in Grand Rapids, Min-
neapolis, and Rochester. In Min-
neapolis . at St. Mark's, and 
Rochester at . Cllrist United. 
dist, Sundquist performed Marcel 
Dupre's masterpiece "Stations at 
the Cross," which he also has 
done the last two years in Duluth 
at First United Methodist with 
slides and poetry. · 
Sundquist has also accom-
panied UMD musicals, summer 
theatre, University Singers, and 
many student recitals. 
Lest you think this man is 
all music, Sundquist says he 
develops other hobbies and inter-
ests to "get out of the practice 
room." He feels it is important 
to have other interests, and he 
takes part in outdoor backpack-
ing and canoeing. He spent the 
summer after high school as an 
AFS student in Germany. Last 
summer, Sundquist took an order-
ly certification course at Vo-
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Tech and consequently worked 
full-time at Miller-Dwan Hospi-
tal. 
Other than classical organ 
music, Sundquist enjoys listening 
to such composers .. s England 
Dan and John Ford Coley, Judy 
Collins and Melissa Manchester. 
Sundquisfs career goal is to 
become a concert organist, 
although he admits that the 
market is narrower than that 
for concert pianists. 
He will probably have to 
supplement his performing with 
teaching. After finishing his mas-
ter's degree, he would like to 
obtain some experience before 
pursuing his doctorate. 
Sundquist said there was never 
any doubt in his rriind that he 
would make music his career. 
He also added that he feels 
he received just as good musical 
training at UMD than anywhere 
in the· US. He said "my training 
couldn't have been any better 
anywhere else. " 
Tonight's recital is free, and an 
excellent opportunity to hear 
what a concert organist sounds 
like. If the only place you've 
heard an organ is in a church 
service, you may be amazed at 
the difference . 
thcatrcis 
There Is no explici t sex In t h is p icture. However there Is violence, 
which may b e considered sh ocking . No one under 17 w ill be 
admitted. 
(Tlm-1 :00-3: 10-S:20-7:U-t :50 plUI Mldnlte Show F ri.• Sat. 
Those damn smelt! (Burp) 









_Pounding 'em down Egg stands vigil to catch 
sight of the fiesty little fish. Leaving a trail of empty soldiers behind, Egg wanders on to the ice hoping to coax them out'. 
Soon tiring Egg nods off. Deep in slum ber Egg's 
shifting ice flow goes out to sea. To be continued ........ . 
By Eric Lindbom 
Staff Writer 
Unfortunately , the Statesman can't afford to p rin t another 
Creative Arts Supplement this year, but hang on, fans of the 
profound and pretentious. Here's a sample of some poetic material 
that we were saving for the Supplement that ain' t gonna be. 
LOVE SONG OF RUFUS 
Love me for who I am . I have an identity. I was not put on this 
earth to satisfy your expectations. I have my own feelings. I am like 
a bird sailing through partly cloudy skies with a chance of reason-
able precipitation. I am the recalled Nova d riving down the grinning 
highway full of suspicious muffler salesmen . Ignore my parents. 
If you take my hand, we can walk the sandy beaches of 
childhood anew, and play in a happy lollipop world where broken 
glass and Walter Mondale are like glimmering dew drops of cleansing 
rain over Lansing, Michigan. I am not your Clorox. I can't be taken 
away for a week. I have loved you with all my soul and now I have · 
no natural rhythm. Why then, does my parole officer still call me 
nigger? 
GOLF TOURNAMENT FOR THE GOBLINS 
After breakfast at midnight , the half-crazed janitors fee d the dead 
ferns with ferti lizer and mind games of chance revolving like the 
gurgle sound of Ulysses' garbage disposal . Millions of teeming 
serpents sing songs of forgotten thermostats as Aphrodite forms a 
~ommiLLee to casually relate gangrene to linoleum . The world is 
no longer safe for Durwood Kirby. The pilgrims of promise bring 
poison to their shattered humidifiers. The deaf contestant mumbles 
all the Helen Keller jokes he' s heard, but the wind whispers no more 
because of a speech impediment. Some say Hibbing will end in fire , 
some say in ice. I still cry to the heavens, in corduroys when color 
coordination is possible , " the time for socialized badminton is now." 
THE SLUT (loosely inspired by William Blake) 
Slut, slut, cruising right. In the forest o f the tight. What immoral 
hand or eye, could maim thy knees with lustful cry? What the whip? 
What the chain? On what old m attress do you stain? What the 
chancre? What dread clap, lines you up for clinic rap? When the boys 
threw down their drawers, barril'lg you from heaven 's doors, did they 
swallow Vitamin E? Did he who fondled lambs, make th ee?' 
(REFLECTIONS) 
ON EXISTENCE 
While others want to exist , I yearn to dump syrup ;ill over my 
body and try out for the Twins farm team, disguised as Roy 
Smalley's unborn uncle. 
ON LOVE 
There are many types of love : Puppy love , self love , paternal lo;e, 
and t rue love . Yet the greatest. of these is love. Without it we are like 
a clanging cymbal in violation of musicians' union poUcy. 
ON DEATH 
Death comes as an end , and it is also a beginning. There are con-
tradictions in croquet, too. 
QN STOPPING BY B£MIDJI ON A SNOWY EVENING t>orrt b·dther. · - .,_. · 
Upco.ming concerts 
By Chris Curry 
Staff Writer 
Lamont Cranston and Will ie 
Murphy and the Bumblebees 
UMD Kirby Ballroom Mon-
day, May 14, 8 :00 p.m. ' 
These two bands are among 
the finest now making the 
rounds in the Upper Midwest. 
Both groups have recently added 
fresh , new talent to further 
s·toke up their already steaming 
boogie machines. 
, The Cranstons don't need my 
praising- everyone knows that 
for b oogie and blues these are 
the boys to see. Their albums 
and live concerts ha~e impressed 
people everywhere. They've ·even 
been named the number one 
musical alternate for "Saturday 
Night Live." 
The Bees, who aren't as well-
known as Lamont, will defi-
• nitely leave a lasting imprint 
upon the UMD studen ts who see 
this concert. r 
Tony Glover describes the ir 
sound best: ''There·s a lo t 
of energy he re; not the auto-
mated fren zy of mindless disco , 
but rather the revelation of 
stories that feel good to shake 
your ass to ." 
Jerry Jeff Walker and the 
Amazing Rhythm Aces 
Dulu th Auditorium , Wednes-
day, May 9 , 8:00 p.m. 
The last time Jerry Jeff 
Walker performed in Duluth, 
sound problems, combined with 
· Walker's apparent ctrunl<enness, 
caused a below-par performance. 
The promoter for this upcoming 
concert has been assured by 
Jerry Jeff that this will be a 
far supe rior show. 
Walker's music has changed 
through the years from his self-
. sty°led rowdy folk/ rock music on 
" Driftin' Way of Life ," to h is 
ove rly produced and mellow 
"Contrary to O rdinary ." 
Howeve r, don"t be counting 
on being let down . Rousing 
· renditions of " Redneck 
Mother," "Pissin' in the Wind'' 
and "Mr. Bojangles" are sure to 
elevate the psirits 
The Amazing Rhy thm Aces 
is a group of six musicians who 
basically have stuck to their 
country roots throughout their 
five albums. Don't be fooled 
by their sound, however; it 
overnows with many o ther 
varied forms of music . Bluegrass, 
rock. blues and R & B are 
all interwoven into their coun try.. 
sound 
It you plan on attending this 
concert , watch (or the incred ible 
energy which the lead singer, 
Russell Smith , packs into his 
small frame. 
SOS WEEK -CASINO NIGHT 
Las Vegas TONIGHT IN KIRBY CAFETERIA 




Wheel of fortune 
4 Dice games 
Dunk tank (Featuring your favor-ite campus celebrities!) 
Refreshments 
and a Jail 
Come on down tonight and buy some $0$ bucks 
your refreshments, and bid 
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If you want a voice in next year's selection of concerts, films, 
coffeehouse acts, lectures, or you have ideas of your own, 




~ I ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S 






~ a CA.RY 
.GRANT 
SUSPICION (1 941 ) 
Producer: Alfred H it chcock 
Director: A lfred Hit chcock 
Cast: Joan Fontaine. Cary 
Giant , Nigt: druce. · 
FRI & SUN MAY 4 & 6 
8 P.M. BOH 90 $1.00 
'Coming soon 
(ANIMATED) The Beatles and Their.Music 
WEDNESDAY MAY 9 
8 P.M. BOH 90 $1.00 




& I FILM COMMITTEE MEMBERS .':i 
I SPECIAL EVENTS CHAIRMAN I In 1937, With Genn~y p~: ,ig ~ ~pon Ru~a, 
I I Eisenstein was called upon to create a film I f which would prepare the people .for the war BOH 90 
8 P.M. I FINE ARTS COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN i ~:a: ose to make ALEXANDER NEVSKY, the 
I I recounting of the former ronflict between the $ SQ 
X CONCERT COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN '- Russians and the Germanic tribes in the ye!ll" 1. 
• ~ 1242. The Order of the Teutonic Knights, g1. ( ~ pictured as hellish, sub-human, pagan _beings, So you want to get involved. Just come down to the KPB office across from Information I were met at Lake Peipus in the frozen Russian PUBLIC i Desk) or call us at 726-7162. Application deadline is Monday, May 7, for all chairmanship , ·winter by the noble troups of M9ther Russia IS 
I positions. Memb~rsh~p on committees is open any time. Get involved with your entertainment ~ lead by ~rince Nevsky. The German tribes lost · INVITED I for next year. Jom Kirby Program Board. · _ _ ___ _ _ . i and the _ti_'!_e or ~8:1' w_as ~ur~ed: • . . __ .... _ -, ~-- ~~ .... 
r;._.,,.umc nn IB 111 .MIHl !iil • . :~~~( ~ <s>.~ ·~ xa<·>~~~t%WJK·~~~1•M'iK~·, t; _< . . . . . . .. , 
